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Machine Learning, Causal Inference,
and Normative Judgment
by Daniel Chen

S

cholars and judges have long made arguments about laws
and regulations and justified their arguments with theories
about the effects of these legal rules. What empirical law and
economics scholars like to do is to evaluate these claims with
data. Now a particularly challenging dimension of studying
the effects of rules and regulations is that many other aspects
of society change at the same time, so what we need are natural experiments.
Why is this even an important endeavor? There are jurists,
such as Judge Richard Posner, who argue that understanding
the empirical consequences of judicial decisions is important
so that judges can make better cost-benefit utilitarian analyses. There are also jurists, such as Justice Stephen Breyer, who
argue that understanding the consequences of their decisions
is important so judges can make decisions that accord with
the democratic will of the people.
Take, for example, a famous case Supreme Court case where
the judges were debating whether to allow government expropriation of private land. There, the judges debated whether eminent domain would spur economic growth or increase
inequality. Judges are constantly facing policy questions like
this, but to date, they speculate on the potential effects of
their decisions rather than relying on hard data.
The dominant legal theory in US courts, at least, is law and
economics, which articulates deterrence as the primary explanation for societal response to law. But a large body of
work in psychology and sociology suggests that laws can
shape behaviors simply by telling individuals what is the right
thing to do. From abolition of slavery, to women’s liberation,
to environmentalism, the courts are speculated to play a key
role in shaping values, yet little causal evidence exists to date.
Whether courts shape values and in which direction is important to both arbitrate between competing theories about the
effects of laws and as inputs into better judicial decisions.

·~·

“laws can shape behaviors simply by telling individuals what is
the right thing to do.”
·~·
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There are three empirical challenges to identifying causal effects. First, legal decisions are not random. They’re endogenous to the societal trends that they potentially affect. So how
do you determine between cause and effect? Second, there’s
substantial cross-fertilization between different legal areas.
Law students are sometimes taught to analogize from another
legal area. Roe v. Wade was based on a part of the Constitution
that used to govern government regulation of contracts. If
many legal areas are changing at the same time, how do we
know what is the causal effect of one legal area as opposed
to another that can be changing at the same time. And third,
there’s selection of cases into the courts. If the precedent is
very strong and in favor of the plaintiff, then weaker cases on
the merits may enter into the courts. According to some selection models, plaintiff win rates would be 50/50, challenging
any inference of the effects of court decisions.
In medicine, they used to also theorize about the effects
of medical interventions, but then there were clinical trials
where you could randomize treatment and placebo. We can’t
randomize judicial decision since that undermines the notion
of justice and equal treatment before the law, but judges are
randomly assigned and there’s substantial variation in how
they decide—systematic habits or legal philosophies drive
their decisions.

Academic

·~·

“legal decisions are not random.
They’re endogenous to the societal trends that they potentially
affect.”
·~·

We can use the U.S. federal courts as a natural laboratory—the
Supreme Court, the 12 regional circuit courts beneath them,
the 94 district courts, and the judges making incremental
common law decisions that are binding precedents within
the region of the court. For the circuit level at least, 98% of
their decisions are final, and we have random assignment of
judges to panels of three drawn from a pool of 8 to 40 lifetimeappointed judges. What’s important for this empirical strategy
is that the judge’s characteristics predict their decisions. This
can be their biographical characteristics, but also how they
write or how they cite. This is where machine learning comes
in because there is a high-dimensional characterization of the
judge’s thinking.
This is the core of a broader pipeline, where we might go from
the district cases and district judges (also randomly assigned)
that then lead to an appeal into the circuit courts. Practically
speaking, how we can use machine learning to help automate this pipeline, to identify the nearest cases when a circuit
judge is facing a difficult challenge. How can we automate

<

the judge’s vote classification rather than relying on manually
labelled cases? What if it’s not just the decision--for or against-but it’s the something about the reasoning or what the cases
are citing that can influence the outcomes? For this and other
projects (users.nber.org/~dlchen), I’ve been collecting all
380,000 cases, a million judge votes, 94 topics, from 1891 in US
circuit courts, engineered two billion N-grams of length 8 and
5 million citation edges across cases, and linked it to the 268
life-tenured judges, 250 biographical features, a 5% random
sample that was hand coded for 400 features, and 6000 cases
hand-coded for meaning in 25 polarized legal areas.

·~·

“How can we automate the
judge’s vote classification rather than relying on manually labelled cases?”
·~·

I also have over a million criminal sentencing decisions that,
via FOIA-request, was linked to the judge identities, 1300
judge biographies, and the digital corpus of their opinion
since 1923. Through these kinds of data, which in aggregate
comprise 4-5 terabytes, we can ask questions on normative
judgments and social preferences that previously were restricted to the lab and estimate economic models in a highly
non-parametric manner.
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Economics of the video game industry:
Why an under-researched industry merits
the attention of economists
by Philip Hanspach

Steam has turned into a powerful gaming platform, excerting great influence over developers and consumer choice

W

e economists at Toulouse School of Economics have
an intense romance with industrial organization. Few
visiting scholars fail to mention the strong work being done
here in this field. The study of industrial organization is always
grounded in a deep and subtle understanding of the industry at hand, as Justin Wolfers wrote for the New York Times in
an article about the work of Professor Tirole. It is all the more
surprising, that there is no research nor teaching about one
of the most interesting, dynamic, and complex sectors of the
modern entertainment industry, the video game industry. In
this article, I will write both about the research that has been
done in this industry as well as the developments and phenomena that should put video games high up on the list of
research priorities for every serious researcher in industrial
organization.
The sheer size of the video game industry as a business makes
it astonishing how marginal it is in research. A quick search
on Google Scholar yields 153,000 results for “industrial organization of the video game industry”. Replacing “video game”
with “film” or “music” yields 656,000 and 494,000 entries respectively. To put this in comparison, these industries had a
turnover of 64.9 billion USD (games), 90 billion USD (films) and
20.97 billion USD (recorded music) in 2014. At the same time,
according to a PwC study quoted in the same book, the game
industry was expected to grow by 9.6% from 2013-2018.

6

So, what makes the video game industry interesting to
study from an IO perspective? First, its vertical organization:
video games do not just march out of video game companies
straight onto your home system. Instead, we face a vertical
chain that includes hardware manufacturers, development
studios, publishers, distributors, and retailers. Now, depending on the market niche, certain stages of this chain might be
skipped entirely. Therefore, the video game industry allows us
to study competition between different value chains aimed at
the same demand. As an example, classical big-budget productions (so-called triple-A titles) have been financed by big
publishers (for example Nintendo, Ubisoft), but programmed
and created by development studios (for example Bioware or
Related Designs) that could be either in-house or hired for a
specific project. The finished game would then be distributed
via classical retail and sold in appropriate electronics stores.
This classical structure was challenged when platforms such
as Steam started providing distribution services as well. Steam
started in 2003 as a way for game company Valve to sell and
patch its games, but subsequently turned into a free online
platform where everyone can upload and sell games, where
players can organize their libraries, share their own content
which they created for their favorite games and engage in a
large number of social activities. Steam has become a very
convenient and in some cases exclusive way for PC players

Academic
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would have needed to keep them on the payroll to provide
technical support and bug fixing). Given how much risk is
involved at these financial undertakings that can nowadays
run at production costs of hundreds of millions of Euros,
video games should by right be the new favorite example of
each corporate finance professor who teaches Jean Tirole’s
principal-agent model of a project with uncertain success (at
the heart of Jean Tirole’s 2010 book, The Theory of Corporate
Finance).

Eve Online’s economy is exclusively player-run. It provides valuable data to researchers as well as finance-savvy players

to access certain games, and it is the easiest way for developers to access a global audience and sell digital copies of their
games. The platform itself provides enormous added value for
its customer base (a self-reported number of 125 million active clients in 2014), e.g. in helping players find the games they
might be interested in from a catalogue of over 30,000 games.
Thus, Steam is positioned as a powerful two-sided market, and
not without its own menace: It uses its great power to its own
advantage, keeping a tight control on resales and consumer
rights such as returns.
On the question of innovation, we observe that this new distribution channel was readily accepted by so called “indie”
or independent development studios. Often self-financed or
crowdfunded, these studios produce games on a very tight
budget, often aiming at niche audiences that value innovative and original gameplay over state-of-the-art graphics and
physics. An interesting question would be whether or not creative innovation was indeed spurned by easier access to customers. Or does the sheer size of the platform stifle creativity
as original and off-the-path projects are drowned in the noise
of thousands of different new releases?
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the cost surge in triple-A
production has been dramatic: The bestselling video games
of our time employ hundreds of programmers over years, not
to speak of musical orchestras, composers, licensing costs
and many more. Where a clunky game character in the 90s
required weeks of work from a dedicated designer, a modern
protagonist for a video game is the result of months of work of
a whole team of artists, designers, programmers, and plenty of
even more specialized graphics experts. As the cost of keeping
a programming team on the bill, the lifecycle of video games
has changed accordingly: many modern games are released
with a detailed plan for additional content, scheduled over
several months, to keep interest up, revenue flowing and the
expensive production team busy with work (the publisher

A very different source of economic knowledge comes from
the act of playing done by the consumers themselves. You find
it too expensive to pay 100 undergraduate students to participate in an experiment on auctions? Many online games feature auction houses in which thousands of players voluntarily
spend millions of hours bidding and offering virtual goods or
arbitraging prices. You find it infeasible to start a hyperinflation in your favorite real-world country to see what happens?
Many games in which players “grind”, that is, obtain currency
or objects from repeating repetitive tasks (like killing monsters
that appear over and over), have to deal with inflation and
sometimes hyperinflation. The solutions to these problems are
as worthy of study as the shift in player behavior in reaction
to changing economic conditions. The mathematical models
that underlie most video game economies should feel disturbingly familiar to any economist (aren’t macroeconomic models
more than glorified frameworks for the next grand strategy
game?) and the first-hand economic knowledge accumulated
at the support staff of each long-running massive multiplayer
online role-playing game would make analysts at central
banks faint from astonishment. If economists could tap into
this wealth of data, experimental economics could be turned
upside down.

·~·

“Many games in which players
“grind”, that is, obtain currency
or objects from repeating repetitive tasks (like killing monsters
that appear over and over), have
to deal with inflation and sometimes hyperinflation.”
·~·

This article has only touched upon a few select topics in the
game industry. The interesting and dynamic economic challenges posed by it, together with the wealth of data that is
created by players should put this industry on the radar of applied economists, whether they are interested in competition,
corporate finance, behavioral economics or even macroeconomics.
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Credit & Macroeconomics:
An incomplete survey of empirical
evidence
by Konrad Adler

C

redit growth seems to be the best predictor of future financial instability. This is the lesson that Jorda et. al (2011)
draw from looking at aggregate data from 14 countries over
the past 140 years. Mian & Sufi (2016) refine this result and find
that growth in household credit leads to lower output growth
subsequently.
How does this work? A period of increased credit supply allows
households to increase their borrowing, as US households did
before 2008. Once repayment becomes difficult, because of
rising interest rates for example, some households restrict their
consumption while others default on their loan. Using data
from US counties, Mian & Sufi (2012) find evidence in favour of
a decline in consumption: the higher the household leverage
in a county before the housing bust, the higher is the decline
in employment at local businesses in the non-tradable sector.
Households who defaulted on their bank loans damaged the
balance sheets of banks. Banks with impaired balance sheets
decrease their lending to firms. Gabriel Chodorow-Reich
(2014) has shown this link between the losses of banks and the
decrease in employment of a firm during the Great Recession.

·~·

“Once repayment becomes difficult, because of rising interest
rates for example, some households restrict their consumption
while others default on their
loan.”
·~·

Why does this matter for macroeconomics? First, traditional
financial accelerator models focused on firms and investment
seem to be less promising to account for the financial cycle
compared to models including a household sector. Second,
the financial sector, in particular banks, plays an important
transmission role between the household and firms.

8

Loan covenants and the macro economy
In my work I focus on a particular shock transmission channel
from the banking sector to firms. How can banks reduce lending to firms when they are faced with losses? Banks can refuse
to give out a new loan or to renew an existing one. Empirically
however, only a small fraction of loans arrives at maturity in a
given period and at the beginning of a recession banks have
promised large amounts of credit to firms in the form of longterm credit line contracts. Credit lines for firms function like
credit cards for individuals: they allow firms to flexibly access
an amount of funding within a certain limit, provided that
the firm does not violate the contract conditions. In the following, I will explain what these contract conditions or “loan
covenants” are, and argue that they allow banks to cut funding
for firms in a downturn and thus affect firms’ investment and
employment immediately.
Financial loan covenants are limits to a firm’s accounting ratios
and are can be found in almost all credit line contracts. Typical
examples are:

· the ratio of debt to earnings cannot exceed 2.75:1
· the ratio of total liabilities to physical capital cannot be larger
than 2:1

The firm is required to satisfy these covenants until the repayment of the loan. In case of a violation, the bank has the right
to ask for the immediate repayment of the entire loan. But,

Academic
because banks have an interest in keeping the firm from filing
for bankruptcy, they rarely do so. Most frequently, banks cut
access to additional credit, increase the interest rate, impose
limits on investment, or ask for a partial repayment of the
loan. For a subset of Compustat firms, the empirical corporate finance literature has found large real effects of covenant
violations: firms decrease employment, investment, and acquisitions. This suggests that firms cannot easily substitute
bank credit lines by other forms of funding when the bank
decreases its supply of credit to the firm.

·~·

“This suggests that firms cannot easily substitute bank credit
lines by other forms of funding
when the bank decreases its supply of credit to the firm.”
·~·

Building on this literature I have used a text-search algorithm
to find covenant violations of almost all US public firms in
their filings with the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC).
My findings are: first, covenant violations are more frequent
during recessions. Second, firms violating a covenant make up
for a significant part of the aggregate decrease in employment
growth during both the 2001 and 2008 recessions.
Compared to the existing macro literature on financial frictions with constraints on net worth or working capital, loan
covenants include conditions based on earnings, income, and
cash-flow that affect a different and potentially broader set
of firms. Importantly, financial covenants are not conditional
on the aggregate state. In the data, I find that most firms violate a covenant after one particularly bad income realization.
An economy-wide downturn might therefore, cause firms to
violate income covenants and lose their access to credit even
though the firm’s net worth remains large.

<

To formalize the mechanism described above I build a model:
earnings in one period are an imperfect signal about the next
period’s earnings. The management of a firm needs to obtain
a credit line from a bank to finance future investment. The
contract terms include how much the firm needs to repay and
whether the firm or the bank are in control at any point in time
before repayment. The management is protected by limited
liability and therefore tends to invest too much relative to the
frictionless first-best amount. When banks are in control of the
firm, they tend to under-invest because they cannot recoup
all the gains from their investment as the management might
shirk when the bank is in control. When the productivity distribution is dispersed enough, there is an optimal income covenant threshold. For income realizations below the threshold,
the bank is in control; for realizations above the threshold, the
management is in control of the firm. This rule minimizes the
losses from both frictions because over-(under-)investment
matters less when repayment period productivity is likely to
be good (bad).
An aggregate downturn occurs when the productivity distribution becomes more spread out. More firms are pushed
below the income covenant threshold and under the more
conservative investment strategy of banks. This decreases aggregate investment and next period’s output. There is, however, a second effect going in the opposite direction: because
the signal is less informative during a recession firms decrease
and banks increase their investment. Understanding the transmission of financial shocks to the real economy is important. I
hope that my work on firm financing and loan covenants can
contribute to this effort. More generally, I think there are a lot
of interesting unanswered questions concerning household
credit as well as the interaction of household and firm credit.

Why are covenants included in loan contracts in the first
place? Bankers try to avoid a firm’s default as good as they
can. Therefore, they use a firm’s earnings, net worth, and a lot
of other accounting ratios, as imperfect signals for how likely
the firm will be able to repay the loan and interest. For more
information, refer to classical micro theory papers about covenants, such as Dewatripont & Tirole (1994).

Join our ranks and
help us prepare the
next issue!
Come to one of our weekly
meetings or write to us to
the.tseconomist@gmail.com
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Are indigenous people’s livelihoods and
conservation compatible?
by Felipe Ramírez Goñi

I

n the early 1960’s, many environmental protection NGOs
started to promote conservation of ecosystems all over the
globe. Greenpeace’s first stated mission is to “protect biodiversity in all its forms”. For WWF1 its principal objective is to
“conserve nature and reduce the most pressing threats to the
diversity of life on Earth.” Conservation and climate change
have become an important part of the international discussion. Many countries have begun to implement policies in
favor of biodiversity conservation, as demonstrated by the
protected areas that are found in almost all countries in the
world. Yet there is an important issue with the way protection
schemes are implemented: most conservationists do not think
about indigenous people when lobbying for environmental
protection. Indigenous people are often forbidden entry to
newly created protected areas even if their ancestral ways depend undeniably from the resources they can obtain from the
territories they occupied for, sometimes, thousands of years.
And that is the reason why NGOs, like Survival, that defend the
rights of tribal people are pleading to include the indigenous
people’s knowledge for managing natural capital. But it seems
that combining indigenous people’s socio-economic development and protection of the environment is a difficult task that
has only recently been acknowledged.
The need for environmental conservation might not be
straightforward for everyone. Conservation is necessary

because it provides environmental services such as pollution
mitigation, climate regulation, pollination, CO2 sequestration, flood defense, recreational services, etc. Furthermore,
ecosystems are valuable to people for very diverse reasons:
people enjoy the views, landscapes, and the smell of a forest,
for example. Also, conservation is beneficial from a strict business point of view: national parks attract a lot of people. Last
year, in the US alone, there were more than 330 million visits to
national parks and those people spent an estimated amount
of 18.4 billion dollars on parks surrounding local economies,
which is surprisingly more money than what the global music
industry accounted for in the same year. In Germany, estimations point out that 9.5 million tourists visit national parks annually creating an additional 487 million euros in turnover according to recent studies. But people also attach indirect value
to ecosystems. For example, a family today might be planning
to go on vacations next year on a safari trip to the Serengeti
National Park. People sometimes just enjoy seeing a rainforest in a high-definition BBC documentary on their computer
screen even if they avoid leaving the city. For skeptics of this
concept, environmental economists call it non-use value.
If we agree that conservation is something that must be done,
the following question is: how to do it? The first known precedent of ecosystem protection is the Yosemite Grant Act signed
by Abraham Lincoln in June 1864. The act mentions that the

World Wildlife Fund: a well-known international NGO that promotes conservation.

1
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Federal Government grants what they called the Yosemite
Valley—where the Ahwahneechee people lived for generations—and the Mariposa Grove to the State of California. The
condition of this grant was that the state had to ensure that the
property would be held for public use, resort, and recreation.
Nevertheless, leasing and special privileges were allowed if
they did not exceed 10 years. Also, the act stated that all incomes from leasing would be used solely for maintenance or
to be invested in the property. The first known national park
as we know it is Yellowstone National Park. The content of the
act that created this protected area in 1872 is similar to that of
the Yosemite Grant Act. However, the Yellowstone act states
explicitly that all human settlements are illegal. In both these
protected areas there were indigenous communities that refused to leave what had been their land for centuries.

·~·

“Indigenous people are often forbidden entry to newly created protected areas even if their ancestral
ways depend undeniably from the
resources they can obtain from the
territories they occupied for, sometimes, thousands of years.”
·~·

As early as the Yosemite precedent, many governments implemented laws to force people out of those areas using too often
violent measures. The principal problem is segregation and
the lack of inclusion of indigenous leaders in the conservation
process. All across the world, the national parks and protected
areas recurrently became synonymous of poverty, homelessness, alcoholism, drug use, and many other social diseases for
indigenous communities, a pattern that apparently defines indigenous people since colonization. These problems continue
to exist, surprisingly, in 2017. It seems that there is a certain
tension between two very important objectives: conservation
and economic development of indigenous communities.
A National Geographic article speaks about people known
as Pygmies cultivating marijuana in the Virunga National
Park, which is famous for having one of the last populations
of mountain gorillas in the world. The article points out that
Pygmies were evicted from the park since its creation and were
forced to sell the illegal substance —present in their culture
for centuries—to survive. Pygmies in the Democratic Republic
of Congo have an income 50% lower than the rest of the
population. The same type of clashes between conservation
efforts and indigenous peoples are found all over the world.
Such cases range from the recent protest in the Brazilian capital for territory demarcation to the #resistance150 movement
in Canada or the extended social problems in the Pine Ridge
Reservation in South Dakota in the US.
Although the obstacle in conservation is clear, research led by
multidisciplinary teams has led to several options that might

<

provide a solution to the problem at hand. One attractive idea
is the Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES). It is defined by
Wunder and others (2008) as an economic transaction of previously defined environmental services between a provider
and a beneficiary. The idea behind this concept is to reach efficiency by creating a framework (market, contract, etc.) where
environmental negative externalities can be internalized.
An example of PES can be found in Australia. Approximately
20% of Australia’s area is considered Indigenous Estate, in
other words land owned by aboriginal communities. One example is the West Arnhem Land and Fire Abatement (WALFA)
program which is a private partnership between several companies and an indigenous community living in a region where
labor and commercial activities are insufficient. The objective
is to prevent wild fires, provide employment options, and in
the process reduce the carbon footprint of its investors.
Another example of this is the FONAFIFO program in Costa
Rica. It is a ministerial program where the state and private actors can invest in natural capital. The FONAFIFO is a fund that
initially intended to provide credit options for landowners that
were willing to provide environmental services in four areas:
greenhouse gases mitigation, aquifer protection, sustainable
use of land, and conservation and scenery protection. Now,
FONAFIFO also gives direct payments to prevent deforestation of primary forests in Costa Rica.
Nevertheless, PES programs must be implemented intelligently and a lot of quantitative research is being done at
the moment on that subject. An additional challenge is that
indigenous people are not always willing to sustainably manage their environmental resources. As an example, there are
records of Inuit communities preferring explosive harpoons
for killing whales.

·~·

“All across the world, the national
parks and protected areas recurrently became synonymous of poverty, homelessness, alcoholism,
drug use, and many other social
diseases for indigenous communities, a pattern that apparently defines indigenous people since colonization.”
·~·

For reaching the objective of biodiversity conservation, the
paradigm concerning protection of ecosystems must change.
In an era where economies are more and more dependent on
knowledge capital, the management of natural capital must
include indigenous people, not only in the physical maintenance of protected areas, but also in the implementation, research, and decision making components of conservation.
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A liar’s tale
by Guillaume Communay and Tristan Salmon
The subjects were split into three groups: one that was paid
the mighty sum of $1 for lying, the second $20, the third group
was not asked to lie and was not paid – it acted as a control.
The point of the experiment was to observe the answers to
the questionnaire, and finding out which group was the most
enthusiastic when it came to rating the pointless and dull
task (filling out the questionnaire is not remunerated, it was
designed to see how the different groups really felt about the
task).
It turned out to be the first group, and the psychologists who
set up the study came up with an interpretation that has been
extended to a whole range of other situations. They observed
that the test subjects had been made to act in a contradictory
fashion to their own feelings about the task, by having to lie
about the nature of the task. This result a state of tension that
must be reduced to stay “rational”: a cognitive dissonance.
This refers to the contradiction that occurs when the subject’s
behavior is not in line with personal values. It’s a kind of “bug”
that has to be solved because most people have to be rational
in their own eyes.

B

enjamin Disraeli (UK Prime Minister, 1874-1880) once said
“There are three types of lies – lies, damn lies, and statistics.”
Everybody lies to a certain extent. It is difficult to imagine a
society where everybody is utterly honest in everything that
they say or do – where it is impossible to lie. The 2009 film “The
Invention of Lying” tried to, but the result was not something
we would recommend watching.
It is an integral part of our world, across all sectors, from finance to personal relationships. There are many different
reasons why people lie (to preserve their own self interest, to
avoid conflicts or to protect others for instance), but how do
people rationalise lying and what effect does it have on our
brains and future behaviour?
In 1959, psychologists Festinger and Carlsmith set up an
experiment with Stanford University students to test how
people rationalise lying. This involved assigning a particularly
dull and pointless task to the test subjects, then asking them
to present the task to the next participant (who is actually an
accomplice) in a positive light, specifically saying that it was
great, fun and even riveting. Basically lie their socks off. The
final part of the experiment was filling in a questionnaire so as
to measure their real opinion of the task.
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In the experiment, this means that the subject has to find a
way to justify the act of lying. For the second group it is very
simple: “I got paid” (this was 1959 after all, $20 now is worth
about $167 today). However for the first group it was not
that simple – being paid the measly dollar was not enough
to justify the lie on its own. The solution for this group was to
change their attitude to the task, by telling themselves that
they did not do it for the money, they did it because the task
was interesting.
For these subjects the real lie was not the one they were paid
to tell, but the one they were telling themselves to avoid being
irrational and to avoid cognitive dissonances.
Festinger, in his book “The End of a Prophecy”, also observed
this phenomenon in people belonging to cults that predict
the end of the world. The followers always believe increasingly
far fetched explanations from the leader, even after the apocalypse deadline passed without incident time and time again,
and then keep going out to spread the word.
It’s by this rationalization mechanism that we may be inclined
to prefer a more expensive wine to a cheaper wine of equal
quality, why the latest smartphone is definitely so much better
than all the previous models and so on. Marketing applications
of this mechanism are boundless: it can be used to develop
brand loyalty, or to make consumers convince each other of
the increased quality due to an increased price.
In 2009, some neuroscientists from the University of California
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tried to gain a better understanding of this phenomenon, and
used MRI to see what happens in a person’s brain when they go
through a version of the Festinger and Carlsmith experiment.
The results showed that two cerebral regions that are associated with detecting conflict were highly active when the subjects were made to lie, and increasingly so in proportion with
the scale of the lie.
When the participants weren’t paid for their lie, the regions
in question were even more active as the dissonance is even
stronger without the obvious (financial) reason for lying. The
answers to the questions are in line with the answers in the
original 1959 study: the non-remunerated subjects claim to
have enjoyed the experiment more than the other group.
Our brain seems to modify our original perception, so as to
avoid making us feel like hypocrites due to our current behaviour, and to stop us feeling bad about the lie. The more we
lie, the more we are comfortable lying, and this can lead to as
slippery slope to compulsive or pathological lying. This is defined as the habit of lying uncontrollably, where the individual
is more comfortable lying than telling the truth. Pathological
liars are thought to lie with a clear motive in mind (this seems
to be the only distinction with compulsive liars).
In “The Brain adapts to dishonesty” by Ariely et al, it is shown
that the more an individual lies, the more the propensity for
dishonesty is high, and that the amygdala (part of the brain
associated with emotions, survival instincts, and memory)
adapts to consistent dishonest behaviour.
They show that all else being equal, the scale and quantity of
dishonesty gradually increases the more a person lies – with
the reduced signal to the amygdala consistently predicting
the upcoming increase in dishonesty for the next decision in
the experiment.

·~·

“When dishonesty was in name
of someone else’s benefit, the
level of dishonesty was more or
less constant over time. However, when the person lied in their
own self-interest, they observed
an escalation of dishonesty, or a
slippery slope.”
·~·

The most interesting thing about this neurological study is
that it differentiates between motivations for lying in their
experiments, and come up with the conclusion that for lying
to escalate, it needs to be done in one’s self interest. When
dishonesty was in name of someone else’s benefit, the level
of dishonesty was more or less constant over time. However,
when the person lied in their own self-interest, they observed
an escalation of dishonesty, or a slippery slope.

A certain amount of physiological and neurological signals are
observed when people engage in self-serving dishonesty. This
was shown by a study that gave students a drug that reduced/
blocked the physiological and neurological signals associated
with the guilt of lying: those who took the drug were twice as
likely to cheat on an exam, compared to those who took a placebo. The unease that is felt when lying for one’s own benefit
seems to be what scares people away from lying most of the
time, rather than any deeply held moral convictions.
Repeatedly engaging in self-serving dishonesty seems to have
the same effect, as seen on the students in the previous study:
repeated exposure to the feelings of guilt/unease due to these
lies reduces the strength of these feelings, and thus increases
the propensity to lie in one’s own self-interest.
On the other hand, as Elim Garak said “Lying is a skill like any
other and if you want to maintain a level of excellence, you
have to practice constantly.”
For the rational agent “Homo Economicus”, he must act selfishly in his own best interests and not worry about the welfare
of others, and so if lying is beneficial to the individual then
he must do it. However dishonesty on an aggregate scale also
has devastating effects, particularly for the economy. Mauro
(1995) shows a significant negative link between corruption
and growth. The paper takes the example of Bangladesh, stating that if it were to improve “the integrity and efficiency of
its bureaucracy” by one standard-deviation increase in the
bureaucratic efficiency index (so that it would reach the level
of Uruguay), annual GDP growth would rise by over half a percentage point.
We all tell ourselves (big or small) lies to rationalise our lives
at some point. In the classic TV series The Wire, Omar Little
kills on a daily basis to steal drugs from drug dealers, but consistently defends himself by saying “I do some dirt too, but I
never put my gun on no one who wasn’t in the game [the drug
trade]”. By telling himself that his victims are part of the “game”,
he distances himself from the repeated acts of murder in the
name of profit; he rationalises the murders to himself by telling himself that he abides by a certain code, and diminishes
the act of murder in his own mind.
We may rationalise our lies or actions by telling ourselves lies
sometimes. But on a simpler note, Mark Twain once said “If you
tell the truth, you don’t have to remember anything.”
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TSE's new Behavioural Team:

Taking classroom skills into the
real world
by Seán McKiernan

To me, this seems like a great pity. Too often it leads to talent
being wasted: The race to the top of the ranking stifles creativity, while the absurd workload stops students from taking
the time to really think about the question they are trying to
answer. Repetition is all too often the surest way to a good
grade. The result is demoralising and, for me at least, boring.
Realising this, a small group of M1 students came together in
the early weeks of the first semester last year. Shell shocked
from the barrage of material that was thrown at us, we decided to enter the annual nudgefrance competition — a national behavioural economics competition that invites students
to create an idea for a nudge (a subtle intervention which
makes people more likely to choose one option over another)
and shoot a video to demonstrate it. Over a couple of rushed
lunchtime meetings and half a weekend we cobbled together an idea and shot a video.

W

e have all seen it: Someone asks what you study and you
see their eyes glaze over in boredom, as you try to convince them that economics is cool. For most non-economists,
the subject is just a bunch of numbers, equations, and spreadsheets with some fuzzy link to business, profits, bankers, and
other evil things. They never seem to understand that, at its
heart, economics is about how society works — and ultimately how we human beings work.
Admittedly, even us students can sometimes find this hard to
remember and many of us find our own eyes glazing over as
we try to perform the mental acrobatics of solving a differential equation, without ever really knowing what a differential
equation actually is.
By its nature, economics is a technical and rigorous branch of
human knowledge. But the questions it asks are often not so
complicated — why are some countries poor and others rich?
Will consumers gain or lose from this merger? Questions like
these form the backdrop of what is taught in classrooms, but
this is rarely acknowledged.
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It’s probably a good thing that that video never went very far,
but the experience motivated us to create the TSE Behavioural Team. Modelled on the UK government’s Behavioural
Insights Team, our goal is to use behavioural economics to
create evidenced-based policy improvements — or nudges.
Our work always has a real world application, but it is built
on theory. For example, our logo is inspired by a core behavioural economics finding: One of the pillars of Kahneman and
Tversky’s Prospect Theory is that we misjudge probabilities:
At the bottom of the graph the curve is above the 45-degree
line; showing how we overweight the probabilities of events
that are actually pretty unlikely (fear of flying), while the up-

·~·

“Modelled on the UK government’s
Behavioural Insights Team, our
goal is to use behavioural economics to create evidenced-based policy
improvements — or nudges.”
·~·
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per corner shows that we underweight events that are likely
(smokers getting lung cancer).
But our day-to-day work is much more hands on. In the short
time we have existed we have already launched one major
experiment. Last Spring, working with the Dean of TSE, we
tested to see whether behaviourally informed emails could
nudge students to fill out more course evaluation forms. We
sent 1,115 students the treatment and 1,100 a control email.
The results were astounding. Overall, nudged students were
77% more likely to give feedback.
These are impressive results, but our analysis suggests there
is room for further improvements. For example, we know our
nudge was effective at getting students to “click-through” the
email to the Moodle page, but was less effective at keeping
them on that page.
Building on this result next year will be just one of a long list
of projects that we are currently preparing. We are hoping
some of these will be in association with UT-Capitole and
perhaps even the Mairie de Toulouse (Mayor’s office).
In order to achieve all this our team needs to grow. In the first

·~·

“The results were astounding.
Overall, nudged students were
77% more likely to give feedback.”
·~·

semester we are planning on bringing 2-3 Masters or PhD
level students on board into our core team. We will also support Licence students in the nudgefrance competition and

Logo of the Behavioural Economics Team at TSE

are hoping to build as large as possible a network of ‘associate’ team members from all levels of the student body who
will be able to drop in and out of projects, as their schedule
allows.
Core team members have to work hard. Over the summer
many of us have had to boot up Stata for a night of coding
and analysis — even after a long day at our internships. But
the reward is big: Bringing a project from brainstorming
stage to reporting is an incredible feeling and is probably the
best way to put some of the skills learnt at TSE into practice.
We are also unapologetic about the fact that this is excellent
CV material. Whether it is economic consulting, PhD places,
or something entirely different, having experience of applying theory in the real world automatically places us in the top
decile of any applicant pile.
In only a short time, we have come a long way. But we are
looking forward changing the way TSE works — helping
students get out of the classroom and discover the power of
the skills they are learning. So, if this sounds like something
that excites you be sure to get in touch in September and get
on board!

What is really going on in your head?
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A short history of behavioural
economics
by Moritz Loewenfeld

A

bout 50 years ago, Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky
started to take on the neoclassical doctrine of rational,
self-interested behaviour. It turned out to be a destructive
process. The two psychologists showed how humans systematically behave differently than homo economicus would in a
range of situations. Choose a setup, see what the prediction
of economic theory is, and prove it wrong. Kahneman and
Tversky demonstrated that humans are not perfect Bayesian
agents, rather we typically ignore base rates, fail to evaluate
scenarios on a stand-alone basis and instead have in mind
some (arbitrary) reference point, have strong preferences to
maintain the status quo, and consider sunk costs to be important in our individual decision making. Later, young and
maverick economists of the time, such as Richard Thaler and
later Ernst Fehr showed up on the stage and called into question the foundations of some of the most prominent theorems
in economics. Thaler showed how the endowment effect can
get in the way of the Coase Theorem and gathered evidence
against the Efficient Market Hypothesis. Ernst Fehr did a lot to
show that humans care way more about their fellow man than
homo economicus does.
Classical economic theorists, especially Milton Friedman and
his followers, were not particularly fond of these behavioural
scientists swinging their sledgehammers at neoclassical theo-

From the movie The Big Short: Richard H. Thaler and Selena Gomez
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ry. They were probably much more delighted by other experimental economists, most notably Vernon Smith, who showed
that economic theory does make good predictions in some
settings. Most famously, he showed that markets can lead to
efficient allocations, even if the assumption of perfect information is violated (however, that was before Thaler pulled the
endowment effect out of his hat).
From today’s perspective, many of the discoveries made by
Kahneman, Fehr, and their contemporaries seem to belong
in the category “things that my mum knows but economists
don’t”. Consider the Ultimatum Game: The proposer can offer the responder a split of some amount of money, say 10€.
The responder can then accept the offer in which case both
players receive the amount as offered by the first mover. The
responder can also reject the offer, in which case both players
receive nothing. Go and try it yourself: Ask your mum what
she thinks a second mover will do in the Ultimatum if she is
confronted with an unfair offer, say a split where she gets 1€
and the proposer get 9€. She will probably give you a better
prediction than standard game theory. Within the economic
profession, the findings of the first generation of behavioural
scientists generated excitement on the one hand, and fervent
opposition on the other, which served as a testimony of a discipline so blindly devoted to and so deeply entrenched in the
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concept of homo economicus that it might have gotten a little
bit out of touch with reality. Behavioural Economists jolted the
discipline back to reality.
Behavioural Economists did not stop after demolishing of
classical economic theory. After the dust had settled, they
dropped their sledgehammer and started looking for patterns
in the violations of economic theory they had observed in order to develop alternatives to homo economicus. The most
notable theory that emerged is Kahneman and Tversky’s Prospect Theory, which embraces some of the most distinct features of human decision-making. It states that humans evaluate a possible scenario with respect to some reference point
rather than evaluating its desirability on a stand-alone basis,
that humans are loss averse, i.e. loosing 10 euros brings more
pain than the gain of 10 euros brings pleasure, and that probabilities are weighted according to a heuristic. Other notable
contributions to economic theory are models where agents
have limited cognitive capacities and self-control problems
(brought forward by Thaler), as well as theories of pro-social
behaviour, such as the Fehr-Schmidt model of inequity aversion.
Nowadays Experimental and Behavioural Economics is far
from being a field for outsiders and mavericks. Vernon Smith,
Richard Thaler and Daniel Kahneman have all received their
(well deserved) Nobel prize and I would bet good money that
Ernst Fehr will receive his in the years to come. Richard Thaler, who once had trouble publishing his articles in major economic journals, served as president of the American Economic
Review in 2015. Behavioural Economists, once the punks of
their profession, have become mainstream. The most striking
testimony of the acceptance of Behavioural Sciences into the
mainstream is probably its growing influence on policy. Since
the successful establishment of the Behavioural Insights Team
(BIT) under the British government in 2010, nudge units have
sprung up in several countries, proving that Behavioural Science can inform more effective and more “human” policies.
Moreover, behavioural economics provides some alternatives
to homo economicus and grants valuable insight into individual decision-making and is informing policy around the world.
Models with agents of limited self-control can help to understand why people save less for their pensions than they intend
to. Fehr-Schmidt preferences can explain behaviour in a range
of settings with social interaction. Prospect theory can explain
a whole host of phenomena, from the endowment effect to
status quo bias to the observation that investors tend to cut
winners short and let losses run (instead of doing the reverse).
Paradoxically, a major insight from behavioural economics is
explaining and understanding why some of the most prominent theorems of economic theory do have considerable
explanatory power even though their assumptions are often
violated. Consider for instance the First Welfare Theorem. It
states that a free market will lead to a Pareto efficient allocation under some assumptions, such as no transaction costs,
completeness of contracts, and perfect information. In reality,
search costs can be high, contacts are usually far from complete, and asymmetry of information is rather the norm than
tan exception. Still, everyday economic activity goes ahead
relatively smoothly and this is not despite but due to the fact
that humans are not selfish maximizers of utility. As Kenneth

Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman

Arrow once put it, every economic transaction requires a modicum of trust -- and countries, in which citizens do not have
this minimum of trust in the good intend of each other tend
to do very poorly economically. This, of course, can only be understood by embracing Behavioural Theory.
Behavioural Economics has, however, failed to provide a better understanding of the greater picture, of how economies
work as a whole, let alone a theory that could replace that of
homo economicus. In this regard, the often-voiced criticism
that Behavioural Economics is resembling a hodgepodge of
models rather than a coherent and complete theory is probably both right and wrong.
The obvious advantage of homo economicus is that its basic
defining concepts can be adapted and applied to a broad range
of situations. Such models can then be expanded and refined,
practically ad infinitum (and sometimes ad absurdum). This is
hardly possible for behavioural theory, where there only exist
few theories that cover a wide range of settings. However, the
criticism here is misguided in the sense that human behaviour
depends very much on specific circumstances. The undifferentiated application of a “one size fits all” approach can therefore
easily turn into a “one size fits none” debacle. The criticism is,
however, right in the sense that behavioural theory does not
(yet) allow for a comprehensive theory of the economy as a
whole, from the single individual to the world economy.
The onus will be on the future generation of Behavioural
Economists to translate the insights gained into individual decision-making into a better understanding of the functioning
of the economy as whole through the creation of a comprehensive, behaviourally-inspired theory. It has however, proven
difficult to weave the different bits and pieces into one such
theory, simply because such a theory could never account for
all the quirks of human behaviour. An alternative approach
might be that of a more hybrid theory, one that is indeed composed of various bits and pieces. This option might be less elegant than a complete and comprehensive theory. But it might
also be the way forward.
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Behavioral Economics:

Making the world a better place?
by Victor de Salins

prices. The second was developing theory. (…) But there was
a third goal lurking in the background: could we use behavioural economics to make the world a better place?” Richard
Thaler, Misbehaving (p.307).

S

tudying economic theory often feels like looking at a very
different world than the one in which we live every day.
By using concepts likes rational choice theory or utility maximising agents, traditional economic models certainly gain
in tractability and sometimes in insightfulness. Nevertheless,
try explaining to a friend how he should behave to maximise his utility when choosing beers at the supermarket, or
how rationality requires him to quit smoking. You will quickly understand the gap between economic theory and real
world economic agents. Not that it is useless, of course, but
it lacks in realism. The models assumptions and their results
have digressed from the concrete actions and decisions taken by consumers and firms. Even for us, studying economics
everyday, it is uncertain whether our courses help us to make
better decisions. Does what we learn in macroeconomics, IO,
or econometrics courses help us take better decisions in the
“wider world”? Unfortunately, not so much.
Now, we must ask how Behavioural Economics (BE) fits into
this picture. Well, the theoretical approach of BE is quite clear:
study the frequent departures from standard rationality and
from this build a theory explaining agents’ actual behaviour.
But how does BE relate to the wider world? How does it create
practical tools for organisations or individuals to take better
decisions? Or in the words of Richard Thaler, one of the founding father of BE:
“By the mid-1990s, behavioural economists had two primary
goals. The first was empirical: finding and documenting anomalies, both in individual and firm behaviour and in market
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Thaler is well placed to talk about BE developments outside
academia, he played a major role in the creation of practical
tools to implement behavioural economics insights. Along
with Cass Sunstein – professor of law at Harvard – he invented
the concept of nudges in their 2008 book Nudge: Improving
Decisions about Health, Wealth, and Happiness. Nudging people consists in shaping their choice architecture – the environment in which they make decisions. Nudges intend to guide
individuals towards a desirable outcome such as saving more
or throwing their rubbish in the bin. In the words of David
Halpern, from the Behavioural Insights Team (BIT). « A nudge
is essentially a means of encouraging or guiding behaviour,
but without mandating or instructing, and ideally without the
need for heavy financial incentives or sanctions. ». Famous examples are the BIT which, by modifying the wording of tax letters, increased in-time tax payments by five percentage points
(approximately an additional £9 million for the British government). More recently, the SNCF – France national railway
company – introduced nudges for different types of trains. For
instance, it managed to almost completely suppress littering
issues in its low-cost TGVs, thus saving on cleaning expenses
and enabling a better consumer experience. Equipped with
such tools to implement behavioural insights, behavioural sci-

·~·

“Does what we learn in
macroeconomics, IO, or
econometrics courses help us
take better decisions in the
“wider world”? Unfortunately, not so much.”
·~·
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izations. Finance have experienced a rush of “behavioural
startups” with fintechs like Lemonade (advised by Dan Ariely)
helping people get insured at lower costs, or Sparkup which
sells fundraising instruments to companies. Another interesting example in human resources management is Plum which
sells intelligent hiring software and services to recruiting companies.
Analysing the environment around “applied” BE, we were astonished by its numerous applications and use in diverse domains. That is why we prefer to think of BE as a set of tools and
methods built on observation and experiments. Behavioural
entists and economists could stop “lurking in the background”
and start making the world a better place.
Whilst looking for internships opportunities in BE, we (the TSE
Behavioural Team) discovered that BE has gained in visibility
and credibility outside academia. It has grown so much that it
cannot be reduced to a single economic sector or to a particular type of organisation. We prefer thinking of BE as a precious
set of tools, useful in many fields - including finance, development, education, health, environmental issues and consumer
behaviour.
BE’s impact on several sectors is highly visible in academia.
Many economists and research labs have focused on producing behavioural insights in very diverse strands of literature.
Not only two Nobel Prizes: Robert Schiller in finance and psychologist Daniel Kahneman, but also Sendil Mullainathan in
development economics, Dan Ariely in (among other fields)
consumer behaviour, are the most famous examples. Education and environmental economics are other fields of applications which have been largely reached by BE.
Indeed, more strikingly than the many fields it has affected,
we discovered that BE has impacted every possible type of organisation.
First, governments have pioneered in designing policy according to BE principles and more specifically by implementing nudges. The Behavioural Insights Team’ successes in the
UK have been replicated worldwide and nudge units have
been set up in many countries (e.g. New Zealand, Singapore,
Europe, USA, Australia among others). Other public initiatives
such as the World Bank’s program (Mind, Behaviour, and Development Unit) or NGOs like ideas42 and the Busara Center
have been launched to help developing countries with BE
tools.

·~·

“Nudges intend to guide
individuals towards a desirable outcome such as
saving more or throwing
their rubbish in the bin.”
·~·

experts thus defend a culture consisting of empirically testing
ideas in order to gain a better understanding of our behaviour
and its biases. This definition of BE makes it a part of the movement towards “evidence-based economics” (Richard Thaler),
which has been growing with the use of RCTs and field experiments. BE, however, does not limit itself to financial incentives,
and integrates cognitive biases into its mechanisms.
Different courses at TSE (in L3 and M1) will introduce you to
experimental and behavioural economics (theoretical and
empirical). Discovering this engaging part of economics and
acquiring skills to set up nudges or experiments is at the core
of the TSE Behavioural Team. As BE grows internationally, it
opens new opportunities to find internships internationally
and is definitely a valuable skill to have on the CV. It also complements other subjects well, such as data science. But most
importantly, understanding human behaviour is a skill that
can help you make the world a better place.

But BE’s impact is not limited to public bodies or NGOs. It has
also affected the way many firms tackle important issues.
The SNCF example above is quite illustrative of how behavioural science can be interesting for companies. To help them
integrate BE insights, a myriad of consulting and marketing
firms have either adopted or been built on BE principles. In
France, examples are BVA Nudge Unit, Ogilvy Change or System1Group. Internationally, we have found numerous examples of such firms, which can be specialised in specific topics
such as Organisation sciences (Kintla, Behavioural Consulting
Group), marketing (The Behavioural Architects, System1Group
and many more) or financial planning (Syntoniq).
Finally, start-ups have followed the same way, proving that
behavioural insights can be applied at every level of organ-
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Ignorance is strength?
by Rolando Hernandez Gomez

W

estern liberal values have been the foundation of Western democracy for the past decades. Its zealous defence
on democracy, freedom of thought and religion, free speech
and openness are some of the defining characteristics of this
worldview. These values have been under pressure in the
past by outside forces. Western democracy had an ideological warfare with Communism in the post-WWII era. With the
fall of the Eastern block, Western liberal values became the
dominant ideology. Yet, recent political events suggest that
a new political order might be rising. This time the pressure
does not come from outside. It comes from within.
In 2016 and 2017, the election of Donald Trump in the United
States, the ‘Leave’ vote in the United Kingdom and the rise
of Marine Le Pen in France spread shockwaves across the
Western world. These three nationalist movements gained
strength and momentum by adapting an old but powerful
rhetoric to the 21st century: the “us vs. them” division. This
rhetoric creates an illusion of a dichotomous society where
one group is actively waging an economic and (or) cultural
war to the other one. In the U.S, “us” (i.e., Americans) have
been subdued and treated unfairly for decades. It is because
of “them” (i.e., the rest of the world) that the U.S economy is
failing, trade deals are unjust and the military is a disaster.
In France, “us” (i.e., le Peuple) have been losing their identity
due to mass immigration and the ever-growing power of the
European Union. It is necessary to get rid of “them” (i.e., Eurocrats) to regain French values. In the UK, a similar division between “us”(i.e., British) and “them” (i.e., Eurocrats) takes place.

•~•

“These three transatlantic nationalist movements share a
core component. Their objective
is to create a permanent confrontation between “us” (i.e.,
the weak) and “them” (i.e., the
elite).”
•~•
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These three transatlantic nationalist movements share a core
component. Their objective is to create a permanent confrontation between “us” (i.e., the weak) and “them” (i.e., the elite).
In this worldview, the elite is mouldable. It can take many
forms at once. Sometimes they are called globalists; other
times they are called mainstream media. Regardless of the
name they are given, the elite uses their influence to exploit
the common people. This erroneous worldview can only be
sustained by making people believe that there are just two,
at odds, realities. Societies are defined by the interaction of
numerous individuals and groups with vastly different backgrounds and interests. To suggest that a country can be divided into two factions using an “us vs. them” approach is to take
reductionism to its maximum expression.

•~•

“The spread of lies, conspiracy theories and baseless arguments is necessary to create the illusion
of a dichotomous society.”
•~•

Convincing voters of a non-existent dichotomous society is
not an easy task. The leaders of these nationalist movements,
personified by Donald Trump, Marine Le Pen and Nigel
Farage, have created a complex system of unproven facts, lies
and demagoguery to sustain their claims. Sometimes, they
openly admit lying. The day after the UK shockingly voted to
leave the European Union, Nigel Farage backtracked from the
iconic ‘Leave’ promise of giving to “our NHS [National Health
Service] the 350 million the EU takes every week”. Arguing
that it was not one of his own “adverts”, he concluded that it
was a mistake to have made that promise. Other times, these
politicians bluntly lie. Marine Le Pen struggled to defend her
position on the euro during the French presidential debate.
Though her official position was never fully clarified, she
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become dispensable. Lies no longer violate reality. What is
real becomes relative. No source of information is to be trusted. This frightening path feeds distrust amon citizens. Donald
Trump used this strategy to win the Republican nomination
and eventually the White House. President Trump reinforces this narrative by labelling any news media that is critical
of his administration as fake news. One of his many tweets
expressed that “the FAKE NEWS media (failing @nytimes, @
NBCNews, @ABC, @CBS, @CNN) is not my enemy, it is the enemy of the American People!” Such statement encapsulates a
series of worrisome signals: the “us vs. them” division, feeding
mistrust among citizens and a forthrightly disregard to the
value of an informed society. Truth and falsehood are not
indistinguishable. Citizens must not tolerate the notion that
what is real and fake is superfluous.

•~•

“Globalization has permitted a new era of development but its benefits are
not equally distributed.”
•~•

George Orwell

hinted on the possibility of the co-existence of the euro and
the franc. To defend her stance, she erroneously claimed that
big French firms could pay in euros as early as 1993. She never
retracted from her unfounded claims.
The spread of lies, conspiracy theories and baseless arguments is necessary to create the illusion of a dichotomous
society. This dangerous approach has drawn some parallels
with the classic novel 1984 written by George Orwell. Such
comparison reached a new level when Kellyanne Conway, a
counsellor to U.S President Trump, used the expression “alternative facts” to sustain the White House’s false claims on the
number of attendance at President Trump’s inauguration. Certainly, some of the followers of these nationalist movements
use doublethink. Doublethink requires forgetting any fact
that has become inconvenient, and then, when it becomes
necessary again, to draw it back from oblivion for just so long
as it is needed. The recurrent and perilous use of historical
revisionism is a direct threat to democracy. These movements
are purposely deceiving large segments of the population
to sustain a flawed “us vs. them” worldview. Orwell’s 1984
reminds the reader on the danger of an uninformed society.
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH, one of the Party’s slogans in the
book, refers to the power that authorities might have if their
constituents blindly follow their leaders. A well-informed society is the best solution to prevent the spread of lies and the
normalization of conspiracy theories.

It is not by accident that nationalist movements have been
flourishing across the Western world. It is a response to the
growing inequality that many Western democracies have
been facing for the past decades. Globalization has permitted
a new era of development but its benefits are not equally distributed. Some segments of the population have been or feel
marginalized by a globalized world. Yet, these nationalists,
inward looking movements cannot provide the necessary
changes that need to take place to improve the current system. The problem is not to question the current political and
economic environment that has neglected alarming inequality levels. The problem is that the solution is not found in these
political movements. Their promotion of fear, division, lies
and conspiracy theories can never be a stable and long-term
solution. Their relentless disregard for factual statements,
their support of “alternative facts” and their desire to create
a dichotomous society make these movements incompatible
with Western values. They are encouraging a world where IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH.

Though many have argued that these movements aim at misinforming the electorate, an alternative, gruesome option is
possible. These leaders are not seeking to convince you that
their lies are truth. Rather, they want to make you doubt the
very concept of truth. Facts, figures and substantiated claims
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Through the looking glass
(aka the Atlantic Ocean)
by Mahi ElAttar

All illustrations by John Tenniel from the first edition of Lewis Caroll's Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There

I

n Lewis Carroll’s sequel to Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
(1865), the day-dreamer Alice wonders what it is like to live
on the other side of a mirror’s reflection. The novel, Through
the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There (1871) recounts
the protagonist’s surreal adventures, which follows a pattern
parallel to that of the story’s prequel: the first book has the
deck of cards as a theme, and uses changes of size as a plot
device; while the second one is based on the rules of a game
of chess and uses distortions in time and spatial directions as
plot devices.
This article is about a different type of Wonderland though:
Trump’s United States, and its new foreign policy…
If you are into far-fetched parallels, then it might seem that in
2017, that looking-glass is the Atlantic Ocean, which appears
to be separating two increasingly different yet parallel words:
the European Union (EU) and the United States (US). Ever
since Donald Trump became the 45th president of the United States, the world expected a shift in international diplomacy, especially based on what he advocated for during his
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presidential campaign. He promised to lead the country “like
a business”, which also applies to how he would manage US
foreign policy. His “America first” rhetoric offers an interesting
mix between political realism and economic bargaining.
“It’s better to be feared than loved”?
In international relations, political realism considers that the
ultimate goal of any political action is (or should be) power;
as opposed to political idealism, which assumes that this goal
should be to improve the overall welfare of the world and to,
ideally, “make the world a better place”.
According to Mr. Trump, foreign relations should be transactional. The main motivation behind how the US should deal
with other countries is the gains that the US can aspire to get,
whether in terms of increasing material wealth or soft-power.
If forging alliances with autocratic leaders (like certain Putins
and Sisis) serves the interests of the US, so be it. If allowing
some Muslims and Mexicans into the US will compromise the
country’s national security, then imposing a ban or building a
wall is the answer. The end justifies the means.
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•~•

“Ever since Donald Trump
became the 45th president of
the United States, the world
expected a shift in international diplomacy, especially
based on what he advocated
for during his presidential
campaign.”
•~•

Meanwhile, on the other side of the Atlantic, Europeans leaders are slowly adopting an idealist foreign policy. Ever since
the shock of Brexit and, especially more recently with the
election of Emanuel Macron as the new President of France,
Europeans feel more and more in charge of managing the
world’s general welfare: their leaders want to promote tolerance, unity, and the protection of the environment. Two key
incidents can prove this: on one hand, when Trump announced that the US is going to pull out of the Paris climate
agreement, European leaders held their grounds. They united
around the same cause: opposing Trump on the controversial
issue that is climate change. Macron even announced that he
wants to “make the planet great again”, an initiative to recruit
scientists to join the battle against climate change. Along
with the defying hand shake between the two leaders, the
youngest French President was openly challenging, and even
slightly trolling Trump. On the other hand, after Trump’s first
NATO and G7 meetings, Germany’s chancellor Angela Merkel
declared that “the EU can no longer count on the US or the
United Kingdom (UK)” to take matters into its own hands, suggesting that the post-war western alliance is falling apart. Europe can only count on itself to live by its own ideals.

<

the other side, the EU is determined more than ever to remain
united as one block in order to fight the rise of extremism on
both ends of the political spectrum. Both sides of the Atlantic Ocean are determined to stand by their principles, which
makes this division more visible.
‘Which way I ought to go from here?’ ‘That depends a good
deal on where you want to get to’
In 2016, democracy faced unexpected shocks in the EU and
the US. When the majority of British citizens decided to vote
against remaining in the EU, and when Trump won the electoral college, political analysts started linking these turnouts
to the effects of post-truth politics and the rejection of “the
establishment” in the two countries. A political trend was apparently starting from the Anglo-Saxon world. However, only
a few months after these results, the old and new continents
seem to be going towards different directions: the apparent
unity in Europe seems to be mirrored with division in the US.
In Europe, it seems that having a common problem is uniting
European citizens and leaders alike. European leaders are taking advantage of the general opposition to Trump’s policies
to both unite their citizens around common causes, and also
gain a few votes along the way. They are using Trump as an
embodiment of everything they stand against, which is proving to resonate really well among European voters. Just like
the Communist threat forced Europe to unite during the Cold
War, the new American Administration allowed Europeans to
reflect on their own positions regarding hot issues such as
climate change, refugees, and the fight against terrorism. At
the moment, it appears that the more a European politician
is openly opposed to Trump, the more popular they become,
especially among the younger generations. The popularity of
Emanuel Macron and London’s mayor Sadiq Khan, or the unpopularity of Theresa May—who is perceived as more reluctant to publicly distance herself from Trump—seem to prove
it. As for the shock of the Brexit vote, the EU looks determined
to use it as an example to show how useful the Union is, and
why there is a need for strengthening it even further.

•~•

“They united around the
same cause: opposing Trump
on the controversial issue
that is climate change.”
•~•

Historically, the “West” has never been as openly divided as it
is in 2017, especially on international matters that affect the
whole planet. On one side, Trump wants the US to focus more
on its internal problems and “making America great again”,
which explains his transactional approach to foreign relations,
and what might be seen as pre-world-war protectionism. On
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On the other side of the Ocean, division and uncertainty
reign. Trump’s first months in office are destabilizing what
was thought to be long standing traditions in American politics. Putting aside Trump’s political scandals and media feuds,
the American political scene is still transitioning from one
administration to the succeeding one. The Republican party
is trying to unite behind Trump, but is failing to keep Trump’s
promise of repealing and replacing Obamacare and to even
justify some of the President’s behaviours. Another internal
division separates the States from the Federal Administration: After announcing the US’s retreat from the Paris Climate
agreement, a coalition of 17 states, led by Trump’s own New
York state, filed a legal challenge against his executive order,
advocating that the new administration has a legal duty to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Moreover, several states,
also including New York, are challenging Trump’s travel ban,
claiming that it is discriminatory and would be harmful to
the states. Trump’s disapproval rates are nearing 60%. While
these rates are not the worst a US president has ever seen, his
popularity is falling faster than that of any of his predecessors.
On the international front, the United States’ popularity and
confidence in its president have collapsed nearly everywhere,
according to the newest Pew Poll. Finally, the new administration is yet to set a clear policy on key international issues such
as Syria’s civil war, North Korea’s threats and terrorism.
“Curiouser and curiouser!”
This article draws parallels between the US, Europe, and Lewis
Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland. This is curious on its own, but it
may say something about today’s world. Will these changes
on the international political scene mark the official decline
of the US as the world’s leading power? Will the EU emerge
as a stronger international actor? How will Russia fit into this
new world order? These are all new questions waiting for a
relative stabilization of the international scene in order to
have answers.
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•~•

“At the moment, it ap-

pears that the more a European politician is openly opposed to Trump, the
more popular they become, especially among
the younger generations.”
•~•

Foreign policy is the most perfect example of a public good:
everyone benefits from a “good” policy, and no single individual can affect it on their own. Paradoxically, foreign policy
is also considered as the least democratic branch of policies,
since the executive power of a government can have the final
decision on the most crucial topics without consulting the
representatives of the citizens. With the election of a group of
diverse new world leaders, such as Trump, Macron, and May,
and the well-known resilience of established leaders such as
Merkel and Putin, we will most likely see a shift in foreign policy as we know it. We may want to start following the Queen of
Hearts’ advice and start “[believing] as many as six impossible
things before breakfast”, if we want to be able to predict what
might happen next.
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The biology of our political
beliefs
by Alberto Grillo

H

ave you ever wondered what is
wrong with people who have political views so different from yours? Have
you ever experienced frustration in discussing politics with friends who seem
to stick to their ideology, irrespective of
the evidence you might bring into the
discussion? You are not alone, I guess,
and you might find some interesting
answers in a new prolific line of work in
political science that connects political
orientations to biological predispositions. A bunch of academics have
indeed started tackling with some serious and scientific effort the question we
always end up asking ourselves when
we deplorably decide to talk politics
with some people: what’s their problem?! In particular, this research tries to
understand how genetic and biological
components might be interacting with
environmental factors in shaping our
political beliefs. I was exposed to some
of this research in a fascinating IAST (Institute for Advanced Study in Toulouse)
seminar held two years ago by Professor John Hibbing from the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, I will present some of
the main experiments and results.

The starting point is that people are
remarkably different. Individual differences run deep and are grounded on
biological predispositions that affect
preferences and behaviour in a variety
of settings. Political orientations should
not be an exception to that analysis.
As such, this line of research has been
showing how interesting correlations
emerge between different biological

•~•

“A bunch of academics have started

tackling with some serious and scientific effort the question we always end
up asking ourselves when we deplorably decide to talk politics with some
people: what’s their problem?!”
•~•
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layers (psychological orientations,
patterns of cognition, physiological
responses, genetics) and political preferences, which points in the direction
of a contribution of biological and
genetic factors in shaping our political
selves. As a good economics student,
you know that correlation does not
imply causation. But the amount of
diverse evidence is worth considering
and more effort should be put in attempting to identify precise underlying
mechanisms. Allow me now to present
a few examples from this literature.
How different
differently:

people

respond…

In an experiment run by Carraro et al.
(2011), participants were first classified
according to liberal and conservative
ideology through a questionnaire on
socio-economic issues. They were then
asked to perform the following task on
a computer: The screen would show
two pictures and, after a while, a dot
would pop up randomly on one of the
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two pictures; the participants had to report as quickly as possible the location
of the dot. Reasonably, the fact that a
subject reported the dot’s location faster makes it more likely that the subject’s
attention was already devoted to the
picture on which the dot popped up.
The two pictures were selected in order
to always couple a “positive” picture
(fruit bowls, happy people, etc.) with a
“negative” one (dangerous animals, accidents, etc.). The results show that conservative people were relatively faster
in spotting the dot when it appeared
on a negative image, while liberals
were relatively faster when it appeared
on a positive one. This study is one of
many which point out how political
ideology is linked to selective attention
processes, and finds that conservatives
display a bigger attentional bias toward
negative stimuli.
Is it in our brains?
This kind of results extends to a physiological level. A study by Oxley et al.
(2008) has measured physiological responsiveness to visual stimuli through
electrodermal activity (i.e. how much
we sweat), and compared it among subjects with different political attitudes.
The results showed that individuals
with higher electrodermal response to
threatening images consistently had
more conservative views on socially
protective policies. In particular, among
the most physiologically arousing images, were the photos of a happy kid for
liberals and that of a spider on a face for
conservatives!
A paper by Kanai et al. (2011) went
even further by studying biological
differences in brain structure between

<

•~•

“We don’t disagree on politics just

because some of us are stupid or
misinformed. We do it because we
pay attention to different things.”
•~•

people with different political views.
What they found is, on one hand, a correlation between the volume of grey
matter in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) and liberal ideology; and, on
the other hand, a correlation between
the volume of grey matter in the right
Amygdala and conservative ideology.
The Amygdala has a role in processing
memory and emotional reactions and
its right hemisphere has been associated with negative emotions and fear-inducing stimuli. The ACC instead seems
to be consistently activated by tasks
involving error detection and conflict
resolution. Again, although causality is
hard to claim from such correlations,
this study lines up with several others in
suggesting a link between brain structure, cognitive patterns, and political
attitudes.
The last example concerns an olfactory
experiment run by McDermott et al.
(2014). In the experiment, individuals
were asked to rate body odours of
unknown people who defined themselves as either strong liberals or strong
conservatives. The body odours were
collected through gauze pads that

were kept under the arm for 24 hours.
Participants who were asked to smell
and rate the odours were also asked
to report their political ideology. Quite
astonishingly, both conservatives and
liberals found the body odours of unknown individuals who shared their
political orientation significantly more
attractive than those of individuals with
opposite ideology!
A new approach to understand political differences
As you might know from personal experience, conflicting political views are
difficult to smooth out. The papers that
I have mentioned are part of a body
of research that suggests that this is
because our political orientations are
grounded on some biological predispositions. As a caveat, let me stress that
by positing the existence of such biological components, this research does
not deny the huge impact that the social environment has on the evolution
of our political personalities; nor the
fact that once we acknowledge their
existence, we could be able to offset
these predispositions.
I find this line of work very interesting.
Moreover, the conclusion is, I believe,
powerful. We don’t disagree on politics
just because some of us are stupid or
misinformed. We do it because we pay
attention to different things; we see
and smell them differently; we use different cognitive processes; we basically
experience the world differently. And,
as highlighted by Professor Hibbing in
the seminar, recognizing that this is the
case and learning how deeply rooted
our political beliefs are can help us reduce hostility and increase tolerance,
thus benefiting our society.

Yellow-shaded area corresponds to the Anterior Cingulate Cortex
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The post-electoral
situation in Gabon:
a hostile jungle or a promised
land?
by Rose Mba Mébiame

“L

ook to Africa, for there a king will
be crowned”. This quote from Marcus Garvey, a Jamaican leader of the
black self-empowerment movement of
the early twentieth century, seems to
be unfortunately taken for granted by
many illegitimate powerful men in the
Black continent. In Gabon, the throne is
leading to division and greed.
On August 31st 2016, ballot papers
re-elected Ali Bongo as head of state.
The opposition contested the results
and has been demanding ever since the
overthrow of the Bongo dynasty, which
has ruled Gabon for half a century. As
a result, economic activity dropped,
international relationships deteriorated
and the Gabonese population gradually lost its ultimate hope in democracy.
Nearly a year later, on June 16th 2017,
a commando attacked a local television
station in the capital, Libreville, claiming
the defeat of the President Ali Bongo
Ondimba and reclaiming the victory of
Jean Ping, the leader of the opposition.
This proves that, a year after the 2016
presidential election in Gabon, tensions
are still palpable.
Gabon’s Dutch disease
The Gabonese Republic is located on
the equator, on the west coast of Central Africa. With a total area of 270,000
square kilometres and a population
of 1.5 million inhabitants, it is one of
the most prosperous countries in the
area. It has the 4th highest Human
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Development Index (HDI) among the
Sub-Saharan countries, and the 3rd
highest GDP per capita in Central Africa.
Indeed, the Gabonese soil is very rich:
petroleum, magnesium, iron, and gold
have attracted dozens of companies
to exploit these natural resources and
to invest in Gabon, such as Total and
Bolloré, the French international firms.
Oil represents about 43% of Gabon’s
Gross Domestic Product and 81% of its
exportations. With 85% of its territory
covered in forests, the Gabonese land
provides wood as well.

•~•

“Nevertheless, and
despite all of those
resources, Gabon
remains a difficult
land for local entrepreneurs
and
for building infrastructure.”

Ali Bongo

•~•

Nevertheless, and despite all of those
resources, Gabon remains a difficult
land for local entrepreneurs and for

Jean Ping
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building infrastructure: The World
Bank’s 2016 Doing Business report
ranked the country 152nd out of 189
countries for business creation, which
obstructs the diversification of the
economy. Moreover, social services are
almost inexistent: In 2013, the Mckinsey Global Institute estimated that
about a third of the population lived
in poverty, and that social needs were
hardly provided in 60% of the regions.
Four years later, the situation did not
improve; it was even aggravated with
a deficient political system and lack of
citizen participation.
A turbulent political history…
The former French colony has been
governed by three presidents since its
independence in 1960: The first one,
Leon Mba, established monopartism,
a stronger presidential system and
political repression. After his death in
1967, Omar Bongo rose to power. Even
though he banned monopartism from
the Gabonese politics in 1990, appearances barely changed. He remained in
office until his death in 2009, after 42
years of governing. The third and current president shares the same political
party and even the same blood as the
previous one: Ali Bongo Ondimba, or
Bongo junior, was elected in 2009. His
first days in power overcame vain riots
due to the population’s burnout.

•~•

“Weakened by familial and political turbulences,
the president did
not seem to be
that untouchable
anymore.”
•~•

But for most of the Gabonese population, 2017 was a symbol of change.
Weakened by familial and political
turbulences, the president did not
seem to be that untouchable anymore.
Indeed, the debate regarding the family’s inheritance seemed to highlight
the Bongo Dynasty’s corruption. Moreover, Ali Bongo was accused of having

<

•~•

“Thanks to the noticeable efforts of the
government to protect the Gabonese ecosystem, the country became one of the
biggest natural reserves in Africa and in
the world.”
•~•

forged his Gabonese birth certificate,
as some suspected that he was not
born as a Gabonese citizen and that he
was adopted by his father. Had these
accusations been proven to be true,
Ali Bongo would have been ousted of
the presidential campaign, since being
foreign-born is not compatible with the
status of President in the Gabonese law.

to the systems in France and most of
the first world. Nevertheless, tensions
lasted, and are still ongoing: Public
schools, where classes started fairly
late, on the 31st of October, due to the
post-electoral crisis, suffered from a
four-months-strike from teachers and
started operating back again in April
2017.

… that haunts the African country

This economic blow worsened a situation of crisis that has been going on for
several years. As a matter of fact, the
collapse of oil prices in 2014 and the decrease in exchange reserves weakened
the Gabonese economy, who ultimately had to ask for a large support program from the International Monetary
Fund in 2016 – just before the elections
– as other African countries previously
did. This help, according to the international organization, was supposed to
produce an economic growth on the
mid-term. Results are still doubtful, but
it might be too early to draw significant
conclusions.

And yet, the same cyclic scenario occurred again: The population’s fatigue,
demonstrated by the low participation
rate in the elections (57% of the voters
casted their ballots), and its anger exploded when the results were revealed.
Violence and despair accompanied international requests and denunciations
of a fraudulent election, as reported
by local and international medias. The
judgement of the European Union and
the observers of the United Nations,
judgement was requested, since each
side was proclaiming their victory, and
even though they did notice some
irregularities, the two bodies seemed
powerless in addressing them. As the
Gabonese diaspora massively protested and supported Jean Ping in big
western cities, many Gabonese faced
repression locally.
The consequences to these events were
quite serious: The freeze of internet and
social networks, as well as the numerous arrests, created a population consumed by fear and pushed them to hide
in their own homes. As a result, internal
economic activity almost stopped for
many days. After that, even though
people started to gradually show their
teeth publicly, fear made way to contestation: The Gabonese population organized a massive boycott movement, as
people refused to keep their businesses
open. Obviously this situation could
not last for long, as there is no welfare
allowances or social security similar

As children finish their eventful schoolyear, their parents now seem to laboriously go back to work.
This has become a typical post-election situation for several decades, as
the power of the Bongo dynasty has
entrenched. But Gabon is, once again,
a country with great resources. Thanks
to the noticeable efforts of the government to protect the Gabonese ecosystem, the country became one of the
biggest natural reserves in Africa and
in the world. However, money seems to
darken mind-sets. Oil, which is reported
to run out by 2025 in Gabon, does not
profit the legitimate beneficiaries – the
locals. To stop massive emigration of
qualified working force and great spirits, change has to come. The country
has to become a promised land for its
citizens.
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Gauche caviar
Op-Ed by José Alvarez

T

he picture above speaks loudly. There’s no room for interpretation. A boy stands on the edge of La Carlota, a
military airport in the East of Caracas, after probably having
been throwing rocks moments before. On the other side of
the fence, a full suited guard aims at him, moments before
he shoots to kill. It is illegal to use lethal weapons to control
protesters. Another case of unmeasured force by Maduro’s
government: victim number 76, on the 83rd day of street-protests called by the country’s opposition. David José Vallenilla
was only 23 years old. He must have been a considerable
threat to this Bolivarian National Guard, despite the war-like
armour and the metal fence that divided the two. The video
of this incident, available by a simple Google search of the
victim’s name, speaks even louder. Murder.
This piece, however, is not about why Venezuelans protest.
First, the internal dynamics of the country have long been
developing; and neither this is the place to inform a naive
reader, nor am I the best equipped to do so. I believe that numerous objective articles have already been published by the
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likes of the New York Times, The Economist, or El País, to name a
few, which will do for the curious reader. Second, by the time
this is published, who knows where the country will be. At
the time of writing, street protests have already been going
for100 days; Leopoldo Lopez, an opposition leader arrested
in 2014 under lack of evidence, was given house arrest; and
the opposition was preparing for a national consultation to
overrule Maduro and company’s attempts at rewriting the
constitution on the 30th of July. Third, I find it somewhat
unnecessary to justify the protests in a country known for
having the world’s highest inflation, the most corrupt government in the Americas, and a homicide rate only comparable
to cartel-driven Honduras. Mark my words; Venezuela will
take over Zimbabwe’s role as the perfect textbook example of
what not to do with an economy. On top of the largest proven
oil reserves in the world, Venezuelans queue for hours just to
get toilet paper. Food shortages are so acute that, according
to a poll by national universities, about 70% of the population
lost weight during the last year, with the poorest Venezuelans
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reporting an average loss of nine kilos. It has been dubbed
“la dieta Maduro”, clearly not because of the overweight and
colossal waste that is the country’s president, but because of
his failed policies.

could agree on one kind of evil, why then could we not agree
on the same evil hiding under a different name? Narratives
are absolutes while facts are debatable nowadays.

This piece is about you, the outsider. It’s an open letter to
those who still see Venezuela as an example-to-follow and
not as a warning. You see, I understand that people might
have different opinions on “how” Venezuelans should protest;
but to doubt on “why” Venezuelans protest is just a sign of
wilful ignorance. I sincerely thought people from other countries, specifically the educated ones, would understand my
frustrations and the pain that came from watching from afar
how your country crumbled. But then I met the gauche caviar,
and like all expectations, mine adjusted quickly.

•~•
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“I understand that people
might have different opinions
on ‘how’ Venezuelans should
protest; but to doubt on ‘why’
Venezuelans protest is just a
sign of wilful ignorance”
•~•

Several times, as an expat, I found myself in awkward situations where I had to defend what I saw and still see as facts.
These were not discussions between opposing Venezuelans
who happened to be in the same bar. That would have made
more sense to me. Instead, there was that time where a French
called me out for spreading “false information” about la revolución bolivariana. Or that time up in Maine where a group
of college students couldn’t believe that I didn’t view Chavez
as our generation’s Bolivar. The homicide statistics, for example, were not enough proof for the French, and the fact that
Chavez continued selling oil to the United States -which is, up
until this day, our largest costumer – despite his revolutionary
call, was not enough of a reason for the Americans. “You’re
middle-class,” the French argued, but so was she; “You live
in the Empire,” the Americans argued, but so did they. Now
surely this would not have happened if I had talked about my

•~•

“Narratives are absolutes
while facts are debatable
nowadays.”
•~•

dislike for Nixon-Kissinger infamous duo and their interventionist policies in Latin America, or my concerns regarding
the rise of closeted white supremacist parties in Europe. If we
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“We have come to prioritize
political ideology over basic
human decency. How can we
condemn the atrocities of the
right and praise those of the
left under the same rules?”
•~•

These are the same people that jerked off to Fidel, but never
wondered why thousands of Cubans were willing to escape
the island by jumping into inflatable rafts to Miami. The same
people that fringe at the look of a “Make America Great Again”
t-shirt, but have no issues in wearing a Che Guevara shirt. Because at some point we, the people, forgot that there is no
such thing as a good left-leaning dictatorship. All dictatorships - be it left, right, or confused – are still despicable forms
of government. The same goes for all dictators: Stalin and
Franco are not burning in different sections of Hell. But somehow we have come to prioritize political ideology over basic
human decency. How can we condemn the atrocities of the
right and praise those of the left under the same rules? When
did being a democratic individual made you automatically
either a fascist or a communist? The death of Castro should
have brought you as much joy as the death of a Pinochet or
Trujillo, but it didn’t, right? The holy Latin American trinity Che, Chavez, Castro - is too powerful, I guess.
Gauche caviar, don’t you see that you’re not part of the movement, but the consumer of it?
Because to some extent, I understand the Chavistas, as government supporters are known. There’s no denying that Venezuelan governments ignored a large part of the population
for decades. Anyone who fails to understand what brought
Chavez to power in 1998 has failed to grasp the country’s
unequal reality. There’s only one way for the country to move
forward and that is as one nation under many versions.
However, a foreign Chavista living in the empire, that, I can’t
understand. You should have done your homework, gauche
caviar. You still can.
Venezuela is not another chess piece in your quest to make
political sense of your world view. It’s not only incorrect but
also inhumane of you to twist the truth. I am curious though,
what would you say about the picture? What would you say
about the other deaths? The inflation? The famine? The impunity? The corruption? What would you say to me, another
Venezuelan too afraid of home? Pablo Iglesias? Eva Golinger?
Mélenchon? You have said enough. You’re gauche caviar. History will eat you.
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Monnaies locales
Pour une économie plus humaine
Le Sol Violette à Toulouse
par Sara Rueda Fernández

L

a monnaie est définie dans le dictionnaire comme une
« pièce de métal frappée par l’autorité souveraine pour
servir à la mesure des valeurs, aux échanges, à l’épargne ».
Lorsqu’on prête attention au mot « valeurs » contenu dans
cette définition, on s’aperçoit que ce mot reflète deux aspects
qui ne sont pas toujours forcément liés : la valeur économique
des produits sur le marché et les valeurs qui font partie de
nos convictions morales et guident nos décisions en tant
qu’individus sociaux.
Ces deux acceptions créent un décalage entre le prix du
produit et notre acte d’achat conçu d’un point de vue éthique.
Aujourd’hui, la façon de consommer est devenue un moyen
d’expression comme les autres, une façon de s’exprimer en tant
que consommateur et citoyen. Néanmoins, le consommateur
doit surmonter de nombreux obstacles au moment de choisir
un produit dans un rayon rempli d’articles identiques. Il est
ambitieux de penser que l’on prend une bonne décision sans
accès à toute l’information que l’on souhaiterait avoir d’un
produit, notamment son mode de production ou encore les
salaires perçus par les travailleurs.

Pourtant, notre époque est décrite comme « l’ère de
l’information ». Notre société est une société globalisée où
les connexions entre les pays se multiplient pour assurer
l’approvisionnement en énergie, nourriture et autres produits
considérés comme étant des produits de base. Cependant, il
semblerait que la massification des réseaux, de plus en plus
marquée, ait tendance à complexifier les relations entre les
agents économiques.
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C’est dans ce contexte que plusieurs villes françaises et
étrangères ont observé l’émergence de mouvements locaux.
Le but était de faire face aux défis liés à ce qui pourrait être
qualifié de nouvel ordre mondial. À l’intérieur de certains de
ces mouvements locaux, le rôle de la monnaie est devenu
central à l’heure où s’ouvre le débat sur la localisation. Selon
le Complementary Currency Resource Center, on trouve
maintenant plus de 300 monnaies locales en fonctionnement
dans le monde. Ce sont des monnaies complémentaires aux
monnaies officielles, que ce soit le dollar, l’euro ou d’autres.
Pour l’Hexagone seul, on en relèverait entre 30 et 50 en
circulation.

“Chaque euro qui est échangé
contre des Sols est destiné à une
banque éthique”
Historiquement, les monnaies locales se créent surtout
pendant les périodes d’instabilité financière. Ainsi, pendant
la crise des années 1930, une monnaie appelée Wörgl est
apparue en Autriche, impulsée par les idées de l’économiste
Silvio Gesell qui promouvait la circulation de cette monnaie
par une diminution de sa valeur de 1% par mois. De cette
façon, on accélérait la vitesse de circulation et diminuait le
risque spéculatif, le but final étant de redonner à la monnaie
son pouvoir réel d’échange.
Par la suite, plusieurs villes et régions ont suivi ces initiatives
monétaires. En Angleterre, par exemple, le Brixton pound est
même utilisé pour payer des impôts et une partie des salaires
des fonctionnaires. Ces monnaies répondent à plusieurs
objectifs : réunir les organisations locales pour promouvoir
les PME, contribuer à l’attachement des gens au terroir et
leur permettre de construire des liens sociaux, sans oublier la
protection environnementale.
À Toulouse, le projet de monnaie complémentaire, le SolViolette, est né en 2009 inspiré par le forum Économie Sociale
et Solidaire qui a eu lieu à Toulouse cette année-là. Une
décision encouragée par la Mairie de Toulouse qui a financé
le lancement et l’expérimentation du projet pendant six mois,
de mai à décembre 2011. D’abord mis en place dans trois
quartiers de la ville (Grand Mirail, Rangueil et Centre-ville), le
projet s’est peu à peu étendu à la ville entière, puis à la région
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toulousaine dans son ensemble.
Avant le Sol, il n’existait en France qu’une seule autre monnaie
locale, l’Abeille, lancée en 2010 dans la commune de Villeneuvesur-Lot en région Nouvelle-Aquitaine. Maintenant, à peu près
2500 personnes et un peu plus de 200 commerçants font partie
du projet et échangent un volume de cinquante mille sols. Un
des principaux avantages de ce projet est la possibilité qu’il
donne aux citoyens d’intégrer un réseau d’acteurs partageant
une façon de produire et d’échanger respectueuse, juste et
humaine. Il donne ainsi l’opportunité de réduire l’incertitude
liée aux décisions auxquelles nous faisons fasse tous les jours
lorsque nous consommons.
Pour adhérer au réseau Sol, les entreprises doivent respecter
une charte de valeurs et remplir un dossier d’agrément afin
de garantir l’éthique des pratiques de chaque prestataire. Les
questions comprises dans le questionnaire font référence,
entre autres, à l’usage de l’énergie, l’utilisation des circuits
courts, l’égalité salariale, le bien-être des salariés et la politique
de traitement des déchets. Ainsi, on peut dire que les solistes
–utilisateurs du Sol Violette– ne sont pas seulement des
consommateurs, mais aussi des acteurs locaux qui renforcent
la qualité des échanges et les rapports entre les personnes de
leur communauté.
Chaque euro qui est échangé contre des Sols est destiné à une
banque éthique : soit au fond équitable du Crédit Coopératif,
soit aux crédits à taux zéro du Crédit Municipal qui visent à
aider les citoyens en difficulté financière. Par conséquent,
le parcours suivi par l’argent est identifié, ce qui aurait été
irréalisable avec une monnaie aussi globalisée que l’euro.
Actuellement, seulement 2% des échanges monétaires qui
ont lieu chaque jour dans le monde concernent l’économie
réelle, les 98% restants relevant de la spéculation financière
sur les marchés internationaux. Par conséquent, la réalité
économique parait s’être éloignée de la définition initiale de
l’économie, celle-ci étant l’administration raisonnable des
biens. C’est pourquoi les monnaies locales promeuvent le
retour aux échanges réels qui font de chaque consommateur
un agent actif dans leur réseau.

Légalement, toutes les monnaies locales en France sont
encadrées, depuis 2014, par la loi relative à l’économie sociale
et solidaire. Notamment, l’article 16 établit que l’émetteur de
la monnaie doit être une association dont les utilisateurs sont
bien identifiés et adhérents à l’association. Étant donné que
le volume de transaction n’est pas très élevé, les échanges

sont considérés comme une activité associative d’intérêt
général. Ainsi, pour l’instant, le Sol Violette n’est pas assujetti
à une régulation monétaire. Néanmoins, cette réglementation
deviendrait plus complexe si l’organisation créait un réseau
numérique avec un niveau de transactions plus large.
L’adoption de l’option du paiement numérique en Sol
Violette viserait à faciliter les échanges entre fournisseurs et
prestataires. De cette façon, les opérations deviendraient plus
efficaces au niveau de la dynamisation de la circulation de la
monnaie, ce qui contribuerait à créer de la richesse dans la ville.
Toutefois, le format papier resterait en circulation, puisqu’il est
considéré comme un outil pédagogique : celui de la monnaie
qu’on peut toucher, échanger, et posséder.

“Le système économique pourrait ressembler à un écosystème
composé de plusieurs monnaies”
De la même façon que dans la nature il n’existe pas qu’une
seule espèce, le système économique pourrait ressembler à un
écosystème composé de plusieurs monnaies. De cette manière,
si une monnaie était affectée par une crise, une autre pourrait
permettre au système de perdurer et de ne pas complètement
se bloquer. Les investisseurs diversifient aujourd’hui leur
portefeuille afin d’optimiser leurs investissements. Dans
la même logique, une diversité monétaire diminuerait les
fluctuations globales, qui auraient donc moins d’impact sur
les échanges quotidiens au niveau local.
On connaît déjà les avantages de la diversité, de la
transdisciplinarité, et de l’enrichissement culturel. Les projets
comme celui du Sol ouvrent le débat sur les différentes
manières d’échanger. La croissante implication des citoyens
dans leur voisinage et leur quartier stimule la richesse des
villes. L’économie se rapproche ainsi des valeurs de ceux qui
lui permettent de fonctionner : les consommateurs.
“Je remercie Mme Kawa-Topor pour le dévouement et la
délicatesse avec lesquels elle fait son métier, ainsi que M.
Bezy pour m’avoir invitée à découvrir le réseau Sol Violette
à Toulouse.”
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Le Nudge Challenge
par Sarah Lopez

N

udgeFrance est une association créée en 2015
pour permettre le développement de l’économie
comportementale grâce à une approche nudge.
Son objectif est de promouvoir cette stratégie auprès des
spécialistes mais également du grand public. Pour cela, un
concours destiné aux étudiants est organisé afin de proposer
un nudge innovant qui encouragerait des comportements
écologiques.
Qu’est-ce qu’un nudge ?
Un nudge est une incitation effectuée de manière indirecte qui
a pour but d’orienter, de façon prévisible, les comportements
des consommateurs ou des individus. Le plus souvent, ils
servent à encourager un comportement dont les effets sont
positifs pour la société. Les domaines ciblés sont par exemple
la sécurité, la santé, ou encore l’écologie. Cette approche
permet d’influencer les individus dans leur comportement
sans sanctions ni contraintes.
Le but de ce concours est de répandre cette nouvelle approche
en France, où nous sommes légèrement en retard par rapport
à certains pays comme les Etats-Unis ou la Grande Bretagne.
L’administration d’Obama a, en effet, beaucoup travaillé
sur la question suivante : les politiques publiques peuventelles être plus efficaces si on utilise la psychologie pour
orienter les comportements des citoyens ? Différents nudges
expérimentés ont permis d’avoir des résultats incroyables sur le
bien-être d’une population. L’exemple de nudge le plus connu
est celui de la mouche gravée sur les urinoirs de l’aéroport
d’Amsterdam. À elle seule, elle a permis aux hommes de mieux
viser et ainsi de réduire les frais d’entretien de 80%.
Un autre exemple est celui de la grande Bretagne qui a utilisé
l’économie comportementale à travers l’effet de pairs («
peer effect ») et la norme sociale pour augmenter le nombre

d’adhésions à un programme de dons. En ajoutant sur leur
page web la phrase « Chaque jour, des milliers de gens qui
voient cette page décident de s’enregistrer » et en utilisant
la couleur rouge pour créer un effet d’attention, ils ont
constaté une augmentation du nombre d’adhérents de 96 000
personnes.
Un dernier exemple, cette fois-ci aux Etats-Unis, sur la route
longeant le lac Michigan où le nombre d’accidents est
particulièrement élevé. Au niveau des parcelles les plus
dangereuses, on a dessiné des lignes perpendiculaires à la route
qui se rapprochent de plus en plus, donnant au conducteur
l’effet que sa vitesse augmente. Cet effet de vitesse a eu un
énorme impact sur le comportement des automobilistes et a
permis de réduire le nombre d’accidents de 36%.

“L’occasion de découvrir
l’économie comportementale
et d’acquérir de nouvelles
compétences”
Depuis deux ans, TSE participe au concours de NudgeFrance
qui permet de vivre une expérience inoubliable, de
développer sa créativité et d’engager des gestes écologiques
et responsables. Vous aurez ainsi l’occasion de découvrir
l’économie comportementale et d’acquérir de nouvelles
compétences. Le principe est simple : soyez créatifs, trouvez
les meilleures idées, les plus surprenantes, et tournez ensuite
une vidéo pour en expliquer le fonctionnement !
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Internship reports
Enrick Arnaud Joufray, French Competition
Authority
at TSE. I am very grateful for the tools I
received at TSE and for the outstanding
professors who take the time to shape
our minds.
How did you get the internship? What
would be your advice for students looking for a similar internship?

Where did you do your internship and
what was your role?
I did my internship at the French
Competition Authority, in the Chief
Economist’s team. Throughout these
months, I had the opportunity to work
on a wide range of cases: mergers in
very different sectors, anticompetitive
practices and even price regulation
(which is usually the work of regulation
authorities). This is the fascinating part
of competition economics: you get to
know and learn a lot of things and each
case is different. As regards my role, the
chief economist’s team is very welcoming and do care about giving you interesting things to do. The most striking
thing is that the economists really trust
you and consider all the ideas that you
can bring, and encourage you to do so.
More specifically, my role was to support
economists in their work. This support
consisted in various things: reviews of
economic literature to identify potential

problems arising from a merger or anticompetitive practices, econometric
analysis…
How did your studies at TSE help you
during the internship?
As a student from the Economics and
Competition Law program (ECL), the connection between the teaching I received
at TSE and my work at the Authority
was fairly obvious. Nevertheless, it is a
mistaken idea to expect being able to
instantaneously apply our knowledge
once joining a company (or a public
institution). The strength of TSE teaching is that it enables us to learn more
things more easily. As a consequence,
we are able to adapt to various situations. During my internship, part of the
work consisted in reviews of economic
literature. I would not have been able to
understand sophisticated economic papers without the courses that I attended

I found my internship simply by following the standard process which is
applying through the Authority human
resources. The chief economist’s team
knows TSE students well and appreciate
our profile. My first bit of advice would
be to carefully follow the courses all
along the year. It seems obvious, but given the large volume of applications that
is usually needed to get an interview
and the fierce competition between
students from different institutions, you
will need to be efficient in your interviews. Secondly, and more practically,
you should use all the alternatives at
your disposal to multiply your chances:
visit firms’ websites offers frequently, apply through alumni’s platform, and also
do not hesitate to contact previous students (your master director would usually provide you a list of contact details).
Moreover, I think it is important to keep
in mind that finding an internship can
take a lot of time (this is not specific to
TSE students); it is therefore appropriate
to begin your research early and keep
applying frequently – even though your
courses will be demanding.

Léa Julienne, CEG Europe
1. Where did you do your internship and
what was your role?
I did my internship at Competition
Economics Group (CEG Europe). It is an
international consulting firm specialised
in fields such as Competition or Energy,
which helps clients to prepare their strategic response to competition, regulatory, litigation and transaction issues.
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My role could be compared to the one
of a junior consultant : to help to build a
robust economical analysis for lawyers. I
worked in both Energy and Competition
fields.
Concerning Energy, we were involved
in the arbitration process for our clients.
The job was to reduce the amount of
damages of the party we worked for. It

also involved to look deeply in the report of the other party’s expert to find
mistakes, to contest assumptions or calculation methods.
Concerning Competition, it could be
an implication in the arbitration process: the idea was to help the client to
decrease damages thanks to economic
analysis. It could also consist in providing

professional
an economical analysis to support a procedure in front of a national competition
authority or the European Commission.
If so, our goal was to help the client to
demonstrate that his actions did not
have a – such – negative impact on
competition.
2. How did your studies at TSE help you
during the internship?
I am a student in Economics and Law,
I. Both Economics and Law helped me
during my internship. My law studies
helped me as I had to work with lawyers. I could better understand their
way of thinking and what they exactly
wanted or needed. As we had to produce expertises which would then go
to the arbitration tribunal, I knew faster
how to structure and to write the report. Furthermore, having the ability to
understand court orders was a powerful tool. Moreover, we could easily find
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economical arguments from previous
court orders, which could help us to
build our analysis.
However, my economic background was
the most helpful to me. We used counterfactuals very often, so I needed to be
very familiar with it and be able to find
various ways to define it and to compute it in the better way for our clients.
Additionally, my previous experiments
in programming helped me to understand Python. Moreover, we needed to
be very flexible and to be able to get
familiar with new industries all the time.
This need implied to understand various
economic models and concepts to find
each time the one fitting the best to the
case and its specific market structure.
3. How did you get the internship? What
would be your advice for students looking for a similar internship?
II really enjoyed my internship. It was an
outstanding experiment, and I learned
so many things. I found out that even
if I knew next to nothing about the
energy sector, I could learn elementary
principles quickly to do my job. I learned
how to work under the pressure of close
deadlines. I really appreciated to work
in a team made of people with various
but complementary skills. People are
from very different backgrounds. I also
appreciated the consideration coming

from my colleagues, and being treated
as a real member of the team. Traveling
across different offices in other countries to work with other people was really interesting to me. To not only work
on local cases was also stimulating – you
could be in Paris and work on a Turkish
case. Finally, for me, the most exciting in
my internship was the challenging environment, the responsibilities, and the
diversity of the cases.
If I have advice to give to students looking for a similar internship, it would be
to show your will, your skills, your flexibility, and when it comes to something
you don’t know, don’t be afraid to say so,
but specify you are ready to learn! And,
of course, never count the hours – the
work is really fluctuating and might be
quite demanding sometimes.

Eva Lugassy, CSA
the question of the study is: Do young
people watch less TV because of new
content on Internet such as YouTube
and Netflix? I was also on smaller missions, such as participating in working
group with the Council or helping on
some other projects.
2. How did your studies at TSE help you
during the internship?

1. Where did you do your internship and
what was your role?
I was at the Audiovisual Superior Council
(CSA) in Paris. I was in charge of doing

an econometric study about the impact
of the launching of new online audiovisuals on the consumption of TV, especially for young people. In a nutshell,

My studies helped me a lot during this
internship. First, from a practical point of
view, thanks to my studies at TSE I was
able to use STATA and R and produce a
study based on STATA results. Secondly,
since I did my internship in a regulation
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institution, my courses of Industrial
Organization and Competition Law
helped me to understand how such an
institution works in practise.
3. How did you get the internship? Do
you have any advice for students looking for a job in a similar field?

I met the CSA during the Business
Networking Day at TSE. It is a great opportunity to meet such institutions and
companies! They were looking for future
interns in Economics. A few months
later, they posted an internship offer on
their website.

I would recommend taking the opportunity to talk with companies and to give
CVs during the event. Companies and
institutions are more and more looking
for data analysts; it is a great chance for
us!

Memoire report
Jose Alfonso Munoz Alvarado
As a TSE student I dedicated a great part
of my second semester of M1 to searching for an internship for the summer. As
I sent applications, I realized I was applying to places I really did not want to
work to do things I was not interested in
and I was losing valuable time I needed
to study. Since I wanted to enter ETE for
M2, I decided that doing a memoire was
a good option that would help me do
what I really like, research. To begin my
search for a topic and potential advisors,
I turned to my preferred area of economics, Public Economics, and found a
really good advisor, Professor Helmuth
Cremer. With his help and advice, I was
able to define a research question and a
topic on which I would work. I will not
lie, this was a difficult part of research, I
read tons of papers during February and
March, but at the beginning of April, after the finals, I already had everything I
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needed to start my memoire.
You can define my thesis as a literature
review, which is the idea of a M1 memoire in TSE. After reading at least 25 papers, I had all I needed to argue about
the situation in which an in-kind transfer
might be preferred over a cash transfer.
Organizing my ideas and putting them
together in less than 20 pages was not
easy, it took me April and most of May to
do it but I was able to finish the memoire
with enough time to proofread and polish it.
For any M1 newcomer who might want
to do a memoire, it is important to first
think about how a memoire can help
your CV and if you really like to do research. A memoire is NOT a backup plan
in case you do not get an internship; it
is hard work that will keep you at least
two months in the library reading and

writing every single day. And most importantly, you have to find something
you like and someone to help you. .
Without the help of Professor Cremer
or working on a subject I was not interested in, I would have never done it.
And finally, since you finish in mid-June,
you can get a 2-month internship or research assistant to not get bored during
the summer.
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Alumni testimony
Elias Goelz, EMO
1. What is your position today?
I am an Analyst at Frontier Economics,
one of the leading economic consultancies in Europe.
2. What was your path from your
Master’s graduation to this current post,
and what are the key elements, which
helped making your choice?
I was lucky enough to be offered a job at
Frontier right after I graduated. The key
elements that helped to make my choice
were a mix of personal interests and
practical experiences I’ve made in past
internships. At university I really enjoyed
topics around industrial organisation,
competition- and regulatory economics. I find it fascinating how economics
can help us to understand how markets
work and how mergers or regulatory
interventions can change the dynamics
of markets. In particular, it appeals to
me that these topics combine thinking
inside models and strategic thinking
with technical tasks. Past internships
also helped me to find out what I enjoy doing most. On the one hand I’ve
experienced what I do not want to do
later in my job. On the other hand, I have
figured out in which sector and in what
kind of environment I want to work
later. For example, in the M1 internship,
a traineeship at the DG Competition
of the European Commission, I got in
touch with the practical application of

competition economics. At the end of
the M2, I then knew that I want to work
in a vibrant environment with smart
people, where I keep learning new
things every day and that I want to use
my microeconomic skills.
3. According to your professional experience, what are the most useful skills you
obtained during your degree?
The most useful skills that I learned at
TSE are really to think in economic models (even if there does not seem to be an
economic argument, believe me, there
is!), to critically assess the economic rationale behind models and arguments,
work management skills and in particular to prioritise different tasks, and
to practice presenting and convincing

your listeners of your
argument. These are all important skills
which I use every day.
4. What advice would you like to give to
the TSE students, or to the school?
I wouldn’t worry too much if you do not
exactly know what you want to do in
your job later. I would simply advise you
to try out many different things. My experience is that people are best in topics they are most interested in. I found
internships always useful, both because
it is exciting and more importantly because you learn a lot about your interest
and the way you want to work later.
If you have any other questions, feel free
to get in touch: elias.goelz@frontiereconomics.com.
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Our Coffee Talks are an excellent place for
you to come and present topics you have
been researching and debate about economic
situations with other students.

Coffee talks
Don’t hesitate to contact us if you are interested on giving one about a topic you
are passionate about!
the.tseconomist@gmail.com
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Saving la Manufacture des Tabacs

Historical origins
by Teresa Aguilar, Amelie Abadie,
Benjamin Prissé, Christopher Sandmann

T

he origins of tobacco processing in Toulouse go back to
1674. Seeds were first grown in the South-West of France
during the 17th century. King Louis XIV was soon after the first
to monopolise its distribution and sales under the state. In
1791, the French Revolutionaries abolished the monopoly,
only for it to be reinstated by Napoleon in 1810. The manufacturing in Toulouse moved to the Quai de la Daurade (today’s
Ecole des Beaux-Arts), and was then expanded to the Bazacle.
The plant, powered by the water flowing in the Garonne, was
used throughout the city’s history to grind grain, for the processing of woolen cloth, and before that for the shredding and
pounding of the leaves of the pastel plant - the foundation of
Toulouse’s wealth during the late medieval and Renaissance
periods. The construction of the Manufacture des Tabacs be-

Floorplan of la Manufacture from 1909. La Dépêche du Midi on March 10, 1990
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gan in 1888 and lasted for six years. The architecture followed
a uniform design by Eugène Rolland, an engineer who was
also responsible or inspired the construction of the tobacco
factories in Strasbourg, Nantes and Metz.
The building housed the entire manufacturing process: leaves
were dried, a process referred to as curing, then grinded, and
later fermented, a stage during which the tobacco is humidified under heat. During its heydays, la Manufacture in Toulouse was France’s second largest tobacco factory. And until
the establishment of the aeronautic industry in Toulouse it
was the city’s principal employer, with almost 2000 workers.
Most of them were female as women were paid less and thus
provided cheaper labour than men.
In 1963, the directors decided to close the manufacture. A new
tobacco factory was built in Colomiers. As a consequence, production in the Toulouse Manufacture ceased in 1979, and the
building was closed in 1987. The closing of the building generated much interest because the area now allowed for the
development of an entire district that had previously been an
industrial site. Demolition seemed like an inevitable fate. Fortunately, several Toulouse citizens fought against those plans
and created l’Association pour la Sauvegarde de la Manufacture
des Tabacs (Association for the Protection of the Manufacture).
Eventually those efforts prevailed. With the help of the federal
government the buildings were refurbished and became part
of the Toulouse University 1 (Capitole) in 1996.
For a brief account on the history of the Manufacture des
Tabacs, consider http://www.ut-capitole.fr/universite/
presentation/histoire/histoire-de-lamanufacture-91049.kjsp
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Saving la Manufacture des Tabacs

Timeline of events
by Christopher Sandmann

1987

The tobacco company SEITA (the former French
state-owned tobacco monopoly) closes the
doors of the Manufacture des Tabacs in Toulouse. Tobacco
processing had already been moved to Colomiers eight years
earlier in 1979. The building had been for sale since then for
around 24 million Francs according to 1984 news outlets, with
later estimates going as high as 35 million Francs, enough to
discourage potential bidders such as the École d’architecture
de Toulouse. In November 1987 SEITA and the construction
company SAES (a subsidiary of SAE who merged with Fougerolle in 1993 to form Eiffage—currently constructing the new
TSE buildings) agree on a contract that specifies pre-emptive
rights and fixes an acquisition price.

lishes his open letter on the front page of the main local newspaper La Depeche du Midi, prompting numerous citizens to
join the cause. Various associations come out in support, such
as Les Toulousains de Toulouse et amis du vieux Toulouse (with
more than 3000 members), Le Comité de défense des berges
de la Garonne, L’Association des riverains Toulouse-Sud pour la
Défense de la Santé et l’Environnement, the architects chamber
of Toulouse but also eminent members of society including
theatre practitioners, priests, and professors. They work tirelessly to collect signatures for a petition—about 5000 at the
end of the campaign.
August 8, 1988: The developer demands a demolition permit
from the mayor and renews its request on the 8th of December. Without explicit action by the mayor, such a permit will be
granted by the 7th of April 1989.
Winter 1988/1989: Squatters damage the building, systematically destroying windows, and stealing marble chimneys and
the mechanics of the clock in the courtyard.

Model of the building that was going to replace la Manufacture.
La Dépêche du Midi on May 19, 1989

June 27, 1988: The municipal council adopts the zone development plan for the district of Amidonniers, previously an
industrial site. While it outlines the construction of residential
housing, including les Estudines, it also foresees the destruction of the Manufacture. However, nothing is lost just yet.
SEITA has not yet sold the property to the development company SAES., nor has the demolition permit been granted by
the mayor.
July 1988: Bernard Durand learns about the pending demolition plans and founds l’Association pour la Sauvegarde de la
Manufacture des Tabacs. The journalist Philippe Emery pub-

Research story by journalist Philippe Emery:
"Voyage au cœur de la manufacture" ("Journey to the heart of la Manufacture")
La Dépêche du Midi on January 19, 1989

January 19, 1989: Philippe Emery publishes a beautifully researched story on the building “Voyage au coeur de la
manufacture”, also advertising a public meeting of the association taking place the very same night. Almost 100 people
attend. Meanwhile, the association’s leadership changes. As of
mid-February 1989, Mme Pontonnier takes over the presidency.
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National politics
In 1988 Mittérand is re-elected as a (socialist) president. He announces new legislative elections, and Michel Rocard forms a
minority socialist government. While the socialists hold power
in Paris, Toulouse is governed by a centre-right party mayor
(Dominique Baudis - UDF), and so is the Midi-Pyrenees region.
The mayor’s job is on the table, however, as municipal elections are held on 12th and 19th of March 1989 and the socialists believe that they have a shot. They have just won the
presidency and the legislative elections, and are hopeful to tie
the mayor to a development project which has the culturally
minded middle class concerned.
January 19, 1989: Guy Hersant, the first deputy mayor, is on
record saying that the mayor is not interested in recovering
the building for the public as there is no financially viable plan:
“Un musée, c’est mort”. Dominique Baudis shares his deputy’s
financially non-adventurous spirit, but becomes more cautious in the light of an election that is less than two months
ahead. Local citizens’ actions have proven the unpopularity of
the destruction of an industrial landmark.
January 31, 1989: L’association pour la Sauvegarde de la Manufacture des Tabacs wisely decides not to side with either candidate. Writing in La Dépêche du Midi, which regularly communicates the association’s statements, Bernard Durand issues
the association’s statement “Pas de recuperation electoral”,
no political appropriation. This offers the incumbent mayor a
path to change camp. The association represented by Durand
meets the mayor Dominique Baudis on the 3rd of February.
The outcome is dramatic. The mayor became a preservationist
and personally lobbies for the classification of the building! La
Dépêche du Midi and Philippe Emery take his political u-turn
lightly, “Oh boudu Dominique, on se la garde notre belle
manu!”, a pun that could loosely be translated with “Good God
Dominique (Baudis), we get to keep our manufacture!”
February 9, 1989: Fire in the Manufacture! The director’s
building is partly destroyed.
February 22, 1989: Monique Pontonnier, the association’s
new president, Jean-Jacques Fournié, as well as eminent
teacher and architect M. Ménou, meet the minister of culture
in Paris. Their objective is clear. They wish to persuade the minister to save the building.
Now it is Jacques Lévy, speaking at a rally in Amidonniers, who
announces the minister’s decision to issue a preliminary halt
to any demolition efforts. In effect, Jack Lang requests the region’s prefect Christian Dablanc (UDF) to issue a preliminary
one-year classification of the building until a decision has
been taken in April. The news is widely celebrated in Toulouse.
Victory seems near. But, formally, no classification has yet been
issued, just a request for someone else to take a decision. And
time is running out. On the 7th of April, unless further action is
taken, the demolition permit will be granted.
March 12, 1989: Dominique Baudis wins the municipal elections in its first round with 56.96 % of all votes. Meanwhile, the
demolition permit is still in the air.
April 3, 1989: Victory? The prefect of the prefecture de Haute
Garonne issues an order to inscribe the building as a historical
monument for a period of one year. No demolition permit can
henceforth be granted.
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May 4, 1989: Fire again. What is today’s H building is destroyed. The fire was contained before it could spread further.
The judicial investigator suspects a crime.
May 25, 1989: A long story comes to an end. The regional
commission CoRePHAE votes to give a favourable recommendation to inscribe the building as a historical monument.
The victory could not be narrower. Nine votes against eight. It
seems that from this day onward the building is to last. What
is not so clear is what the building is meant to become. None
of the ideas ranging from the universities vice-chancellors’
offices, the cinematheque, nor an aircraft museum appear to
captivate any financial imagination—to the point that the association laments a “total lack of interest from the side of municipality” in the absence of an electoral campaign.

February – March 10, 1990: L’association pour la Sauvegarde
displays an exhibition La manufacture des tabacs, cent ans
d’histoire… et demain ? telling the story of the building and
evoking its future. The citizens are anxious because the building, while saved, visibly suffers from its abandonment.
March 7, 1990: The region’s prefect finally signs the inscription as a historical building. From now on all eyes are set on
the building’s future.
December 19, 1990: Every proposal for the building is a dead
end. By now the ministry of education led by former Haute-Garonne deputé Lionel Jospin becomes implicated.
January 11, 1991: The mayor proposes to acquire the manufacture des tabacs on behalf of the city for 37 million francs,
give it to the ministry of education, and leave it to Lionel
Jospin to manage the refurbishment and move in the university of social sciences that was notoriously short on space. To
raise 37 million francs, the mayor sells the concession rights
both for the currently existing car parks as well as for additional six parks that are to be built for 97 million francs. The only
question that remains is whether Lionel Jospin will play along.
Refurbishing the university costs a multiple of the acquisition
price. Even if one were to deduce the city’s contribution, constructing a university elsewhere would have been significantly
cheaper. Lionel Jospin knows this all too well. But on March
12, 1992 regional elections are taking place, and Jospin is set
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to challenge the region’s centre-right incumbent. While his
government has significantly increased the region’s academic
budget, how much will that matter when it comes to such a
contentious issue such as an architectural landmark?
March - April 1991: Unsurprisingly, Lionel Jospin is evasive.
On the April 2, he writes in a preliminary answer to the city
that the price tag “should lead him to decline the offer”. A battle of feasibility estimates ensues. The city’s hired consultants
project costs of 100 million francs, whereas the shortly after
published minister’s estimates go as high as 200 million francs.
Meanwhile the region’s president Marc Censi joins forces with
the mayor. The region vows to cofinance the building equally with the state, and shortly after doubles down by pledging
(combined with the municipality) 70%. Plans are made to
launch the first fully regional university. Finally, Jospin is on
board. The state will cofinance the refurbishment.
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February 1, 1995: La manufacture des tabacs celebrates its
inauguration. Some buildings are yet to be completed, but the
economic researchers are already in place.
December 11, 1996: L’association pour la Sauvegarde de la
Manufacture des Tabacs bids its farewell in the courtyard of
the university. Headlines continue to be made, but more so for
TSE’s continuing success, rather than for the political thriller
which was staged around this venerable building.

June 9, 1991: La Dépêche reports “Jospin dit oui à la Manufacture”
July 1991: Two fires (arson) ravage some parts of the building
within six days. Another fire is lit on September 5, destroying
2000 m² of the roof. The motives and culprits remain a mystery. Local residents (including some association members)
are to thank for the fact that the fires did not do more damage,
their vigilance cost them many sleepless nights.
December 1991: Initial preliminary works are launched to refurbish the manufacture. On December 20, 1991, the minister
of education, Lionel Jospin, signs the university development
plan “Université 2000”, which includes la manufacture. Final
estimates place the cost at around 150 million francs. The city
of Toulouse pays the acquisition price of 37 million francs. The
region and the department share 63 million francs, and the
state completes the bill, contributing 50 million francs. The
site is to primarily regroup the outstanding research department in social sciences that is at the root of what is to become
TSE - then only “a future pole of excellence.”

"The fifth fire in la Manufacture des tabacs"
La Dépêche du Midi on September 7, 1991

The old facades had to be supported while new interiour structures were built

Afterthoughts
It is impossible to give full credit to everyone involved in the
manufacture’s rescue. If anything, the current account shows
the importance of not one or two people, but of countless
women and men whom history will not be kind enough to
remember. We owe them gratitude. The story of the manufacture’s rescue is a tale of democracy at its liveliest. It reaches
from the bottom to the top, with all its meandering, its institutional imperfections and true and faked idealism, and leaves
us with the hopeful message that despite all justified criticism
we may take the right turn from time to time—if only citizens
find the courage and willpower to act. Several themes stand
out. First, the preservationist’s struggle vividly puts the necessity of strong local newspapers on display. And let us not forget: Much of this story would have been inaccessible today, if
it was not for the excellent archives maintained by la Dépêche
du Midi (many thanks to Philippe Emery for suggesting and facilitating a visit). Second, it shows that democracy cannot solely rely on election cycles but needs informed citizens who are
willing to engage with legislators throughout their mandate.
Third, it provides beautiful insights into political messaging
and manoeuvring as well as the art of the deal at work, on all
levels of government. If any lesson can be drawn, then that it
may be wise not to call out one’s opponents too loudly. They
may become your partners eventually. Lastly, it illuminates the
disciplining, yet also potentially corrupting role of elections in
the democratic process.
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Saving la Manufacture des Tabacs

The making of a political thriller
Interview with Bernard Durand
by Teresa Aguilar, Amelie Abadie,
Benjamin Prissé, Christopher Sandmann
The Manufacture des Tabacs is an iconic landmark of the late 19th century, representing industrial architecture in France. Being the formerly biggest employee of — predominantly
female — workers in the pink city, the building preserves and maintains the outstanding
heritage of Toulousain culture. Yet, in 1988 it was on the verge of being destroyed. This is the
story of the courageous battle that led to its rescue.
Bernard Durand was born in Toulouse. Following his baccalaureat, he attended the liberal
arts college Washington and Lee, in Lexington, Virginia. At the time of the rescue of the Manufactures des Tabacs, he was both a teacher and an ecological activist at the same time. In
the aftermaths, he became Chief of Cabinet of the City of Toulouse, serving under several
mayors from Baudis until the first cabinet of Moudenc. In this position, he created the famous Festival Cinespania.
Dominique Baudis (1947-2014) served as mayor of Toulouse from 1983 until 2001. He was
a member of the centrist party UDF (Union for French Democracy), and later of the leading
centre-right UMP (Union for a Popular Movement, now Les Republicains). During his term,
Toulouse witnessed a significant rise in population and economic activity. Perhaps most famously, he inaugurated the Toulouse metro line A and started works on line B. As of 2009, he
was a member of the European Parliament. He died of cancer in 2014.
Philippe Emery was and still is working for the periodical la Depeche du Midi, as a member of
the local editorial staff in Toulouse.
1. You are known as the person who instigated the rescue of
the Manufacture des Tabacs. Can you tell us how this came
about?
The beginning is very simple. One day [in 1988] a friend of
mine told me that the Manufacture des Tabacs was about to
be destroyed. The mayor had a demolition permit on his desk,
requested by former constructing company SAES. This company had constructed all the buildings between the Manufacture
and the Garonne, which did not exist at that time, including
the student residence Estudines. A demolition permit is what
you need in France before destroying any kind of building. I
remember it was a Saturday, I sat down at my computer and
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wrote a letter. I signed as “President of the Association pour
la Sauvegarde de la Manufacture des Tabacs.” I was not only
the president, but also the only member of this association.
Nobody else was a member of that association at that time.
2. A daring move… What happened next?
I sent the letter to the newspaper La Depeche du Midi. A journalist, Philippe Emery, who is still working for La Depeche
du Midi, published the letter on a full page with a beautiful
picture of the Manufacture des Tabacs. It was an open letter
to the mayor, to the president of the Conseil General and the
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"Bernard Durand, president of l'Association de sauvegarde, Mme Ponthonier, secretary, and Jean-Jacques Fournié (from
Comité de défense des berges de la Garonne) in front of la Manufacture." La Dépêche du Midi on January 19, 1989

Conseil Regional. These three were involved in deciding the
fate of big buildings. At the same time, I had some people calling me, saying “you are president of this association, I want to
belong to this association”. Ten days later we were about twenty people in the association.
3. What did you see in the Manufacture des Tabacs to stage
such a big fight? What distinguishes it from other buildings
to make it an architectural landmark?
The Manufacture des Tabacs is a building of great architectural
value, the testimony of what was industrial architecture in the
19th century. In fact, we were not the only ones to say that, it
was known across the world. There was a guy in the United
States, Smith, who had written a book about the French Manufactures des Tabacs, built in the 19th century, not by architects,
but by polytechnicians. It was considered as remarkable, and
all the manufactures in France were constructed according
to the same construction plan, featuring a director’s house in
the centre. Also the bricks were not from Toulouse; Toulouse’s
bricks are larger and thinner.
4. How could the status of an association help you in preserving the Manufacture des Tabacs? Could you convince
the general public on the matter, and more importantly the
mayor?
L’Association pour la Sauvegarde de la Manufacture des Tabacs
was an association with enough members to convince people
to sign a petition to the mayor: a petition saying that we wanted to preserve the Manufacture des Tabacs. After one month
4,000 persons had signed our petition! And I received a call
from the mayor of Toulouse, Dominique Baudis at that time—
saying that “before signing the demolition permit to destroy

the building, I want to talk to you.” In fact, I learned several
years later when I was chief of cabinet, that on his schedule he
had put only fifteen minutes to talk with me. But it happened
that he was calling his cabinet throughout the meeting saying
cancel this meeting, cancel that meeting. Eventually we talked for two hours! And at the end he said, okay, I’m not going
to destroy that building, you convinced me. And that was it.
Because he was the only person who could allow the destruction of the Manufacture des Tabacs. I was completely happy,
because that was the only thing that I wanted, the building to
be preserved.
5. That sounds too good to be true...
You have to mention the two [other] people who saved the
Manufacture: Philippe Emery from La Depeche du Midi, and
the mayor Dominique Baudis. There were articles every week,
Emery took it as a personal battle. And Dominique Baudis,
whom I got to know as a very nice and honest person, could
have signed the demolition permit and nobody would have
said anything. Philippe Emery now has responsibilities, and
he knows the story pretty well. I had also met a journalist at
France 3: One day we climbed the walls with a cameraman by
the Garonne like smugglers, and she made a beautiful documentary about that. There was also a team from France 2 that
came in at that time, so there was quite a lot of information
about that battle; it was the main battle in Toulouse.
6. What kind of obstacles prevented it from ending just after
you met Dominique Baudis, in 1989?
The problem was that Baudis had decided not to destroy the
Manufacture, but we had to find a solution for that building,
and that was the second part of the battle. One idea was to
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transform it into the cinematheque, which was looking for a
place at that time. Then we talked about a museum for transportation, things that would have cost the city money. And
Baudis did not want to spend money. He was someone who
advocated a zero-debt philosophy.
At the same time the owner of that building, the firm SAES,
was involved in a scandal in Marseille where it had bribed city
officials. The company was in bad shape, yet they were the
owners of this building. Then, in 1989, a year after the battle
began, there were two fires in the Manufacture des Tabacs.
7. What happened?
When we did the documentary inside the courtyard, there
were kids playing on roller blades. The place was abandoned,
there was no one to guard, not even at night. There was plenty
of space for the people we call the squatters. They went inside
the building and set it on fire twice. Fortunately, the people
from the other side of the canal called the fire brigade and
they came to extinguish the fire. The first time the entire roof
of a building to the right was destroyed, the second time it
was inside the director’s house, the administrative building
was heavily destroyed. There was a real danger...
8. Do you believe that SAES tried to get rid of a building they
had no use of?
That was what we suspected. If the building had burnt to
the ground, there would have been no more problems. They
could have said that it had burned down and that this was unfortunate. I remember I was once invited by a journalist to say
what I think about that. And I said “I don’t see why the SAES
would do in Toulouse what they did in Marseille, in Lyon or in
Bordeaux. Toulouse is a different city, they will not do the same
things they do elsewhere”. Which actually meant that I didn’t
see any reasons why they would not do in Toulouse what they
did in all the other cities. SAES disappeared and didn’t survive
all these scandals. And Toulouse could have been a big scandal
if the manufacture burnt down, which it did not, fortunately.
9. What was the solution to all that?
Finally, another company which runs the parking in Toulouse,
Vincy, bought the Manufacture des Tabacs from SAES and sold
it to the city of Toulouse for a symbolic price in exchange and
the right to build all parking spaces in Toulouse. That was a
pretty good deal because they gave something to the city of
Toulouse and the city of Toulouse gave them something back
in return. Ultimately, the mayor decided to give the buildings
to the Conseil Regional in 1992.
10. Looking back after all these years, are you happy with
what has become of the Manufacture des Tabacs?
Has the battle been won as we wished it would have been? No.
Actually, when you look at the Manufacture des Tabacs today,
it is no longer what it was. They have changed the facade quite
significantly. Except for the front left building, the interior no
longer features the pillars that distinguished the interior. What
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Bernard Durand put up a petition to save la manufacture des tabacs

was saved was not the whole building, only the roofs and the
facades. The interior is no longer what it used to be. You can
think of it like the interior of the Tour Eiffel, made from metal,
very beautiful. Nevertheless, the choice of usage was fantastic.
Giving the place to the university was the best thing to do. The
university needed a larger place and the only other solution
would have been to put it outside the city as the Université
des Lettres. I think Baudis was very well inspired to act the way
he did. And it cost the city nothing!
11. This story of protest and civil courage strikes us of being
particularly French. What do you think?
I don’t know if it is just us. I think there are more strikes in
France than in any other country in the world. It is true. The
French like to protest but also the Spanish are a bit like that.
The Americans are not like that, when they demonstrate. They
draw little signs, hold them up hoping that Obama will see
them from the window. But they don’t have the kind of system
as we have, it’s a system in France, really. We like to fight the
cops, we have no respect, we do not like the cops, which is not
true for other countries. In the United States, the cops are welcomed, they are doing their job, whereas in France, no.
12. Do you think it is useful?
It depends, but sometimes it is useful. Sometimes you can
change the policy of the government, but very often it does
not help. Two years or three years later, what the first government couldn’t do the second will do.
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Say It Aloud note
S

ay It Aloud was founded on a rather simple idea: TSE needed a forum where students could share their beliefs and
discuss about them. This way, a small group of friends – pretty
shy at first – gathered to create Say It Aloud. They were thinking big: they decided it would be fun to organise conferences
on various topics, to create a debating society, and to run a
public speaking workshop.
Two and a half years have gone by since then, and the fire is
burning brighter than ever!
Whether you wish to participate in debate competitions, to
train on public speaking, to organise conferences or to make
partnerships with other associations, and share new ideas, Say
It Aloud is the right place for you.
Conferences
Say It Aloud organises conferences led by students on diverse
topics, where guest speakers present and debate. The students
are here to choose the subject, the guests and, of course, the
questions asked. We’re a student forum: YOU decide what you
want to talk about and how you want to talk about it. This semester, one of our guests will be Tony Meloto, talking about
social entrepreneurship in Philippines.

their oratory skills and learn how to deal with stress while
speaking.
Debate
Can people loudly disagree and still be friends? Say It Aloud
says yes – more than ever actually. If you disagree, be careful to communicate the right way and to listen. Furthermore,
you might want to express your beliefs with eloquence and
form solid arguments to defend them but going beyond public speaking workshops. You can achieve this by participating
in the national debating championship that the association
joined last year. We made a tie against HEC Paris in quarter last
year, but we’re confident we’ll win this year! Come and help us
get this trophy.
Partnerships
If Say It Aloud is about sharing ideas and confronting it to create new ones, the more ideas we got, the better it is, right?
Well, Say It Aloud decided to stick to this statement. We’ve just
been elected to the national Board of Directors of the associations’ network Animafac for 2 years. It means participating to
a lot of events all around Toulouse, meeting new associations,
new people, new projects, and of course, fresh ideas. A great
opportunity to create innovative partnerships and to see
what’s happening outside of TSE.
Do you want to be a better speaker? Are you driven by challenges? Or do you just want to make friends while discovering
new things? If so, you should come to Say It Aloud!

Public speaking workshops
Students of the association, trained by a professional coach,
run 2 workshops per week: one in French – Monday 6.30pm –
and one in English – Tuesday 6.30pm. The professional trainer
comes to provide special sessions. Students can then improve
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For more information, please contact us at sayitaloud.tse@
gmail.com, on Facebook, on our website www.sayitaloudblog.
wordpress.com, or come to see us in MD303. Otherwise, we
might be just hanging out in the courtyard.
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BDS note
T

he BDS TSE aims at improving the school spirit and at fostering cohesion between students through the organisation of sport tournaments. Whether you are a beginner or you
are already a hard trained champion, our goal is to put together some events which will allow you to meet new people and
to enjoy your time.
Almost one year after its creation, the BDS will start the academic year with a strong desire to enlist new students, to set
up more activities and to widen its field of activity. Hence, this
year, we are planning on organising weekly indoor and outdoor activities such as football and basketball tournaments,
pool games, a ski journey as well as a rafting and paintball trip
to the Pyrénées. Moreover, thanks to our partnerships, we will
continue to provide you with discounts to go see games from
Toulouse’s rugby and football teams.

pride in giving a lot of freedom to all of our members and to
let them build their own projects. If you feel that you would fit
well into our association, please come and join us! We will be
pleased to welcome you on our team!
If you have any questions about our organisation or events, do
not hesitate to contact us at contact.bds.tse@gmail.com or to
meet us at our office in MD305.

What’s more, our association will organise the third edition of
the TSE, Olympiads, a competition where sharing a good moment with your friends is the most important goal of the day.
For this third edition, we will be joined by the IAE School of
management. Thus we count on you to defend the colors and
the pride of our beloved school!
Being part of the BDS TSE is a great way to make new friends
and it represents a unique occasion to live an enriching and
stimulating experience. As on organisation we take great

Junior Etudes note
Be part of TSE
Junior-Entreprise

W

hile holidays and traineeships are ending, and while our
recruitment process for September is being prepared,
TSE-Junior Etudes wishes to highlight our belonging to the
national movement of Junior-Entreprises (JE), led by the Confédération Nationale des Junior-Entreprises (CNJE), and the
meaning of being part of a JE.
Integrating a Junior-Entreprise is working with the professional world from the integration at TSE : we go and meet professionals who really work in companies, in research, or freelance,
to listen to their needs, their issues, and propose to them
adapted solutions. It is the best way to discover the business
world while we are still students.
Joining this kind of association is also being able to work in
a team, getting used to listening to and exchanging ideas,
things that are essential for any work in a company. A JE is
indeed, as any company, organised in several departments,
which must work efficiently on their own and together, to en-

sure a real cohesion and the good working of the association.
Finally, becoming a Junior-Entrepreneur is joining a movement far bigger than our JE, a movement which unites every
member of every of the 180 French JE, 300 European JE, and
all the JE in the world. The European JE are already preparing
themselves for next summer’s meeting, organised by JADE,
the European Confederation of Junior-Enterprise. The CNJE is
very involved internationally, but also for huge national events,
such as the National Congresses, two per year (in winter and in
summer). It gathers around 1000 students for a whole weekend, in the same place, for two unforgettable days of trainings,
meetings, and parties. It is the occasion for those who wish
to develop their network, to meet people with different educational backgrounds, to talk with students sharing the same
interest for business, to develop their skills while having fun. In
a nutshell, the dream week-end of every Junior-Entrepreneur
through and through!
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Meet the board!
My name is Arthur and I am Editor-in-Chief for the magazine. I am in the second year of my
master's degree (ECL), I joined the TSEconomist in 2014 as a proofreader, and this year I take
on the mantle of Editor-in-Chief. I would like to encourage all of you to join our team for the
coming year, please get in touch!

My name is Annie and I am one of the Deputy Editors this year. I am from Washington State
in the US (not to be confused with Washington, D.C.). I studied Environmental Economics and
French in my undergrad, then spent a year teaching English in a suburb of Paris, and I am now
an M2 ERNA student here at TSE. I joined the TSEconomist so I could meet more people and
take a break from all of the equations and proofs and work on my written communication
skills.

My name is Tristan and I am one of the Deputy Editors. I'm an M2 Student in Economics and
Law, I first joined the magazine in L3 as a proofreader, and I am now in my 4th year at the
magazine. This year Annie and I have taken on the role of Deputy Editors, we are looking
forward to meeting you and working with you. If you are interested in writing or proofreading
please get in touch with us, we'd love to hear from you!

My name is Kristina and I am head of design. I study environmental economics in the M2 ERNA
program at TSE. I have been an active member in the TSEconomist for several years as both a
proof reader and a designer. I enjoy designing, making sure the layout looks clean to the eye,
and combining cool pictures to the articles. As head of design, I am given more responsibility,
and it is my job to make sure the magazine is presented in a nice way. If you are creative and
would like to learn a new program, you should join the design team this year!

My name is Nicolas and I am head of organization. Being part of the organization team may
not be what most people are looking when joining a magazine. However, working on this
team during my L3 I discovered how important it is. The events we make always aim to enlarge
the topics that are covered in the magazine, or to give students a place where they can show
their topics of interest in economics, improving the overall experience of studying at TSE. If
you want to expose a particular topic in one of our coffee talks don't hesitate to contact me.

My name is Saí and I am head of communications. Being part of the TSEconomist has allowed
me to develop new skills that are not necessarily directly connect with economics such as
brand management or social media skill. The goal of the communications teams is to keep
the TSE community aware of our recent projects such as the magazine itself or our different
events. This may seem a simple task, but what it is truly important is to know how and when to
deliver the message. For that is really important to use your creativity and learn how to think
outside the box. If you are a creative thinker, join us!
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Caption competition
This year we are launching a brand new caption competition, we want your best and funniest captions for the photos below,
there is a prize for the best caption! Please send your suggestions to the.tseconomist@gmail.com or comment the photos on
our Facebook page. Good luck!

#1

#2

#3
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